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This thesis purports to examine a tin~ pa~t of the world's 
reaction to the monster ot totalitarianism which the world has 
seen in the twentieth century. Authoritarian Europe in the thir-
tles presented a spectacle which was a threat to the basic prin-
clples ot the West, as did Communist RUssia, which in many ways 
showed the world a worse spectacle. 
Speoifically, this thesis will examine the offieial reaction 
of a definite part of the American Catholic press to Italian Fas-
oism. The Catholio Church was in a period of crisis wherever it 
coexisted with a dictatorship, and in Italy this was the situa-
tion. What was the reaction of Catholios to this crisis the 
Churoh was passing through' This thesis will examine the mind 
of Catholics as it ahowed itself in a part of the American Cath-
olic press, namel~ in America, the Commonweal, and the Catholic 
World. 
It wl11 be necessary to start our investigatlon with the 
, 
First World War, for the history of Italy during the Fascist era 
can only be understood in the light of this war and the problems 
resulting fram it, sinoe trom the ashes of the Great War was born 
1 
2 
that peculiar form of modern totalitarianism which existed in 
Italy from 1922 until 1943. At first Italy remained neutral, but 
in 1915, after making the secret Treaty of London with England 
and ,tt'ranee, she entered ,the conflict on the side of the A.llie •• 
Her motive was to join the side she thought would win, and 80 to 
acquire as much territory .s possible at the expense o.f the Cen-
tral Powers. This Sao red Selfishnessl was the principle which 
guided Premier Orlando and Poreign Minister Bonnino at the Paris 
Peace Conferenee arter the war. However, frustration was what 
Italy received from the negotiations, frustration because Italy 
wanted more than the Treaty of London assigned her. The symbol 
of this frustration became the city of Fiume on the Adriatic Sea. 
In the name of " ... on and justice Fiume became atratigieal1y ne-
oe.s&r7 as Italy's natural frontier w1th Yugoslavia. Nonethe-
1 ••• , PreRident Wilson became Intransigent on this point, and 
appealed to the Italian people over the beade of their eleoted 
representatives. 2 Thi. however was of no avaIl, for the nation-
alism of the people demanded that their selfishness be heeded. 
When in 1920, Italy and YugoslavIa signed the Treaty of Rapallo, 
in which Flume was to become an open eity, there were many 1n 
lLulgi 8turzo, Itall an4 Fascism (New York, 1927), P. 34. 
2Renl Albreoht.Carri', Itall!i ~ Paris Peace Conference 
(New York, 1938), p. 141. 
.3 
the country who thought that Italy had reached the nadir of de-
gradation. 3 
It can be seen then that the people of Italy were very dis 
satisified with the outcome of the peace conference. True, she 
had received the South Tyrol, the Julian March, and some islands 
in the Adriatic, but the loss ot the important port of Flume, 
with its large Italian population was, in their eyes, a violation 
of the very principle that Wilson had so strongly urged, namely, 
the principle ot national self-determination. 
In addition, the trustration in Italy was increased by the 
poor economic situation of the country, for she came out of the 
war in a worse condition than any other oountry except Russia. 
The economy was dislocated, unemployment and intlation were in-
creasing, and there were many war debt.. The pressing social 
question had not been alleviated, tor both North and South Italy 
were In turmoil. There were numerous strikes and riots in the 
industrial ~orth, while in the agricultural South, many of the 
peasants were seizing the land. 
There is no doubt that the government was weak and ineffec-
tive, and was so for a long time. Ime failure to develop a sound 
foundation tor parliamentary government was a cardinal reason 
preparing the way for the dictatorship. This parliamentarlam4 
3R. Stuart Hughes, ~ United State. ~ Itall (Cambridge, 
1953), p. 61. 
4sturzo , Itall ~ Fascism, p. 70. 
4 
by which no real political parties were developed, political 
issues were not clarified, and political leaders became irrespon-
sible and often corrupt, so weakened the government, that as a 
result, a powerful figure such as Mussolini, with h~8 Fascists 
and their olubs, oould take over the country. 
The first eleotions after the war in November 1919, showed 
that there were three main parties in Ital;y. the Socialists, the 
Populari, and the Liberals. The Populari, who emerged from the 
eleotion. with one-fifth of the aeata in the Chamber, were a 
center party of Catholics founded in January 1919 by Don Luigi 
Sturzo, a priest who was interested and influent1al in po11tical 
affairs. Under the Fascista, he waa to leave the country, an, 
exile. The party was based on the principle. of Christian democ-
raoy. and for this it incurred the bitt,r hostility of Mussolini, 
who finally had the party disbanded in 1926 when his dictatorship 
waa consolidate~.5 
The pa.r11ament that resulted from theae elections, which 
were the first under proportional representation and the first 
ainoe 1913, was weak and inefficient, tor no definite program or 
leadership resulted. The old master of Italian politics, Giovan-
ni G101otti, was called to assume the post of Premier in the sum-
mer ot 1920. However, Giolotti, the man who virtually ruled 
. 5Luigi Sturzo, NationaliSM ~ Internationalism (New York, 
1946), p. 124. 
Italy from 1900 to 1913, was not to prove adequate 1n the face of 
this critlcal post-war period. From 1919 until October 1922 when 
Mussollnl became Premler, there were several attempts to form 
governments; however, every attempt failed for the Socialists 
would not unlte wlth the Christian Democrats, nor would the 
Christian Democrats unlte with the Llberals. 6 As a result, Mua-
solinl, wlth the connivance of local and central authorltles,7 
demanded that he be glven the government to preserve order and 
repel the Communlst threat whlch really had passed by this time. 
In the face of the sick ruling class, the King allowed Mussoltni 
to come to Rome on October 28, 1922 and assume the Premiership. 
Fascism was not inevitable. Had there been a Napoleon In Rome 
to dissipate the movement with a whirt ot grapeshot, it would 
have collapsed. But there was no Napoleon. There was only weak-
ness everywhere. 8 
Benito Mussolini, born In North Central Italy, came trom a 
poor family. Ris father, a blacksmith, was a Socialist, and his 
mother was a devout Catholic. Musso1ini himselt became a con-
vinced Socialist and anticlerical during his twenties. He led 
a soattered lite, spending some time in jall, and being expelled 
6Ferdlnand Hermens, EuroRe B,t.een Democracl ~ Anarchx 
(Notre Dame, 1951), p. 50. 
7Herman Flner, Mussolln1 t s Italy (New York, 1935), p. 131. 
8Ren~ A1brecht-Carrl', Ita11 from Mapoleon ~ Mussollnl 
(New York, 1950), p. 146. 
6 
from Switzerland and Austria for revolutionary activity and vio-
lence.9 He became the editor of a Socialist newspaper, Avan-
11.10 However, when the First World War came, Mussolini was con-
fronted with a dilemma, for he personally favored Italy's en-
trance, but the Socialists did not. Accordingly, he broke with 
the party, and founded his own paper, the ~oRolo Dtltalia. 
After the armistice, he founded the Fascist blackshirts in 
March 1919, at that time merely a group banded together to pur-
sue the common political aim of Socialism and Nationalism. When 
Gabriele DIAnnunzio, an ardent nationalist, led his troops into 
Fiume in 1919, remaining there fifteen months until the Italian 
government could oust him, Mu8so1inl whole-heartedly approved of 
the episode. There are many who see in DfAnnunzio the forerunner 
of Mus801ini who was to take over Rome in a manner somewhat sim-
ilar to DtAnnunzio's seizure of Fiume. As the young Fascist 
movement grew, fi'asciat squads, with a policy of direct action 
against the Communists, appeared. Even though largely tinged 
with Socialism, it came about that these bands opposed any other 
leftist groups, and accordingly, the support of the middle class 
was won by them. 
Soon, however, the program of the party swung to the right. 
90ecl1 Sprigge, The Deve102ement £! Modern Italy (London, 
1943), p. 10). 
lOMaurice vaussard, Hlatoir, ~ L'Ita11e Oontemporaine 
(Parla, 1950), pp. 110-1. 
7 
The Fascists became the protectors of private property, law, and 
order. 1hey were, in addition, opposed to strikes, Socialism, 
and class conflict. Ilowever, the movement remainod based on 
swift aotion and violence which was often ruthless. ll Mussolini 
began to reoeive more and more support from various groups such 
as war veterans, disgusted intellectuals, nationalists, property 
owners, the middle olass, and those dissatisified with the Trea-
ty of Versailles. Although it is dirficult to pinpoint, the 1*'as-
clsts reoeived support from some large industrialists who were 
looking for someone or something to stabilize their interests in 
the midst of a situation which was likely to break out in civil 
war.12 
For these reasons it can be seen that Mussolini's movement, 
dominated by his powerful personality, came to the point where 
the governments of certain cities in the North were simply taken 
over, and the national government was demanded. By refusing to 
declare martial law, the King gave in lest civil war occur. He 
a.sked MU8s01ini to form a government.J:he famous March on Rome 
ushered 1n a new era or Italian history, an era which today Ital-
ians would like to forget. 
This designedly brier aocount of the rise of Fascism 1s suf. 
ficient for the pu~pose8 or this thesis. However, it should be 
llF iner, p. 132. 
12Giuaeppe Borgese, Goliathz ~ March of Fascism (New York, 
1938), p. 215; Sturzo, Itaiy ~ ~asci8m, p.-rll. 
8 
remembered that the origin of Fascism, as of all totalitarian 
regimes, while understandable, 1s not wholly comprehensible, for 
in the rise of modern totalitarianism there is an element which 
1s baffling to one who is analysing th1s peculiar phenomenon. 
CHAPTER II 
PERIODICAL REACTION 1922-1933 
It is now t1me to examine 1n detail tne periodical reaotion 
to Fasc1sm. There are three main areas 10 which these magazines 
express themselves, the internal aspects of the regime, the 
Church-State relationships, and the external aspects or foreign 
policy of the regime. Since the magazines whioh will he consid-
ered are all Catholic, it is easy to see that their main concern 
is about the regime and its compatibility with the Church. '£his 
Church.State problem then in all its aspects, is the most impor-
tant part of the periodical reaction from 1922 until 1933, and 
accordingly, ot the first half of the thesis. 
T.ne magazines do not have much to say with regard to the 
very early years ot the new government, since there was diff1cul-
ty in getting reliable news, and the new movement was so mystify-
ing that they wanted to withold their op1nions until a trend ot 
action could be discerned. America was the f1rst to speak out, 
when its chron101e reported that despite 80me past mistakes, 1t 
.eemed that Premier Mussolinl had learned that fidelity to God 
and to His representatives in authority were essential for the 
welfare and prosperity not only of Italy but of any country what-
9 
10 
soever. l The oeoasion for this observation was the restoration 
of the cruoifix in the schools in Italy_ 
There is no doubt that Mussolini tried to win over the 
Churoh as soon as he got to power, the restoration of crucifixes 
being just one of many things he did for the Church.2 In addl-
tion, he restored a large crucifix to the center of the Colisoumf 
More examples of favors to the Churoh came when the government 
gave the Chigi colleotion of b~oks and manuscripts to the Vatioan 
Library, and public fUnotions came to include a Mass.) Conse-
quently, the fears of the Church with regard to this new movement 
were somewhat allayed during the early years of Fascism. However, 
it should always be understood that the Fasoists resorted to vio-
lence whenever they wanted, nor were their motives primarily 
spiritual. On the other hand, the Church had not been treated 
so respeotfully sinoe 1870, when Rome and the Papal States were 
foroefUlly taken from the Pope, with the result that the polioy 
of the Italian government sinoe that time was anticlerioal. 
In May 1923 the Catholic World was discussing this revival 
of religion and the government's attempt to ourry favor wIth the 
Church. "This is all very p;ratIfylng and encouraging. But we 
are not yet prepared to hall Mussolini eIther as a great con-
lAmerica, XXVIII (December 23, 1922). 218. 
2DanIel A. Binohy, Church !E£ State in Fascist Itall 
(London, 1941), p. 139. 
3 
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structive statesman or as a godsend to the Church. We confess 
that we are still--perhaps unrea90nably~-suspicious of the wisdom 
of his methods, whioh seem high-handed and occasionally violent. 
And we would like to know just what he means when he says, 'men 
nowadays are tired of llberty. tn4 As will be seen. throughout the 
rest of this study the editor of this monthly review, Heverend 
James C. Glllis, e.s.p., from the very start was unfavorable to 
Mussolini and the .r'ascist government. "'athel" Gillis was the edi-
tor of the CatholioWorld during the whole of.' the X.'a.soist epi ... 
sode. and accordingly was the sole author of the monthly edito-
rials from that magazine. 
Still early in the regime, speaking of Mus.olini the dema-
gogue, ""ather Gillis said, "'!'here may be some guileless persons 
who imagine that because Mussolini has abandoned his militant 
atheism of a few years ago, be must be a Christian. Some may 
even imagine that he i8 a Catholic. Be publicly deolared that 
the religion of the Italian people i8 Catholioism. That may be, 
but he, the leader of the Italian people, is a Nletzsohean. A 
Nietzsohean Catholio is a tqueer bird.' It is frequently assert-
ed that Mus.olini saved not only Italy but Europe from Bolshe-
vism. He may have saved it from BolsheVism, but he did not save 
it for democracy. He oonsiders democracy absurd.,,5 
4Catholic ~'orld, eXVII (May 1923), 261. 
~ 
---Q.a.tlwlio World, ell {December 1924}. 404-5. 
12 
The Commonweal first spoke out in the middle of 1925 saying 
that anyone who knew Italy should concede that F'ascism was doing 
much to remedy the social situation of the country, but that, 
nonetheless, the fUndamental principle ot the movement was as 
mystifying as it was dangerous. For this reason, it was seen 
that the position of the Church was not as secure as some J:i'ascist 
advocatea first elaimed.6 
The editor of the Commonn§ll was Michael Williams, who head-
ed the magazine from its inception in 1924, until 1938 when he 
became a special editor, but no longer the official editor of 
this Catholic layman's weekly. The Commonweal encouraged the 
expression of different views, and 80 in its pages there are some 
artieles for and against the lo'ascist experiment in Italy. But 
since it is our purpose only to examine the official reaction of 
the magazines in question, as it is seen in the editorials and 
paragraphic comment, articles will not be considered. Theref.ore, 
any quotation from or reference to either the Catholic World, the 
Commonweal, or America will be from the editorial pages and re-
flect the official attitude of the magazine in question, unless 
it is expressly mentioned otherwise. 
On the other hand, America, a weekly review founded in 1909 
by JesuIts, was under the editorship of Reverend Richard Tier-
ney, B.J. f~om 1914 until 1925 when he was succeeded by Reverend 
6Commonweal, II (July 8, 1925), 219-20. 
13 
Wilfrid Parsons, S.J. who edited the publication until 1936. 
Reverend Francis X. Talbot, S.J. then edited the magazine un-
til 1944 when Reverend John LaFarge, S.J. became tne editor. 
America is not an otficial organ of the Jesuits in America, but 
Is conducted by a group of Jesuits who are trying to express Pa-
" pal principles in the press, which is lIkewise the purpose of the 
other two magazines. America's editorials are written by the 
staff; however, for moat ot the period of this thesis Reverend 
Paul Blakely, S.J., an associate editor of America, was the chief 
editorial writer of the magazine. 1be opinions expressed In all 
three of the magazines are only those of the editors, but since 
these three organs are among the most outstanding in the American 
Catholic press, it can safely be said that they do represent to 
80me degree the opinion of American Gatholics on ~aseism. How-
ever, 1t mu.t be remembered that this degree is limited. 
Continuing in the same vein as before, the Commonweal in 
August 192$ said that it was becoming obvious that various opti-
mistic reports about Illssolin1 and his party, which were in some 
eases written by Catholics, and published under Catholic aus-
pices, were premature.7 It went on to say that the Holy See 
was alarmed at the spread of violence among the F'ascists, and 
later, when Mussolini, on the third anniversary of the March 
on Rome, spoke about the need of each Italian to consider himself 
7Commonweal, II (August 12, 192$), 319-20. 
a molecule pulsating with the entire organism. it claimed that 
this was a rebuff to human dignity, and indicated that "political 
salvation for Italy and Fascism too would seem to lie in its pros-
pect of outgrowing the ideals of its founder. u8 
These first few years of the regime in Italy were difficult 
for the li'ascists. for the dictatorship was not yet eonsolida ted. 
The year 1924 was the year of the Matteotti murder, the Aventine 
Secession, and the exile of Don Luigi Sturzo.9 Once in power, 
Mussollni secured the passage, on liovember 14. 1923, of a novel 
eleotoral law by which the party that received the most votes--at 
least twenty-rive per cent--would automatically receive two-
thirds of the seats in the Chamber of Deputies, thereby control-
ling all legislation. By use of terror and violence, the Fas-
cists secured the most votes in the elections in April 1924, and 
as a result. were in a position to gain absolute control of the 
state. The Chamber opened on May 24. 1924. On June lOth, Gia-
como Matteottl, a Socialistdeput1 who declared the results of 
the elect10n invalid. was kidnapped, disappeared, and was murder-
8Commonweal, III (November 11. 1925), 5-6. 
9MarI0 Einaudi and Franoois Goguel, ChristIan DemocracI in 
1tall ~ France (Notre Dame, 1952), p. 21. §turzo lived In !ng-
land from 1924 until 1940, and then in the United States until 
the end of the Second World War, at which time he returned to his 
native Italy after 22 years of exile. He has written over twenty 
books and hundreds of articles in which his idea of Christian 
democracy plays a large part. He is at present a permanent mem-
ber of the Italian Senate. 
15 
ad by Fascists. lO On June 12th, the opposition, above all the 
Populari and the Socialists, joined in withdrawin~ :rromParlia-
ment 1n a protest which came to be called the Aventine Seces-
sion. ll Mussolini himself persOftally took responsibility for any 
\ 
F'ascist actions, in a speech to the Chamber in January 1925.12 
This period was, without a doubt, the critical one through which 
the Fascists had to pass if they were to continue the government; 
they passed this crisis largely with the aid of physical force. 
Mussolini put on an ail' of respectability by making more over-
tures to the Church.13 Religious teaching was re-lntroduced into 
the primary schools.14 Some monastic buildings were restored to 
religious orders, and freemasonry was suppressed.15 However, as 
has been said, Fascist violence continued especially with regard 
to the activity of the PopUlar Party, whose leader, Don Sturzo, 
by now had resigned under pressure. lb 
10Wl11iam Elwin, Fa,cis!:1!! Work (London, 1934), p. 52. 
11 Sturzo, Italy ~ Fascism, p. 187. 
12~., 122, 196. 
13~., 131. 




In June 1925 l"ather Gillis of the Catholic World said that 
readers of that magazine must have noticed that his maeazine had 
never grown over-enthusiastic about Mussollni, while on the other 
hand, many Catholic observers thought the advent of the scowling 
dictator was a godsend to the Church in Italy, beoause Mussolinl 
restored the oruclrixes in the schoolrooms. However, from the 
beginning 01" Mus8olini's career Father Gillis did not think that 
the means which he used justified the end he attained. Father 
Gillis went on to say that many well disposed persons who thought 
that Mussolin! had saved Italy from Bolshevism, had waited pa-
tiently to see if his methods would beoome less dictatorial. 
However, all could see that Mus8ol1nl was unwilling to admit that 
emergency measures could be aarely superseded by the oustoms of 
civilized government.17 
Up to and including 1925 this is all that these magazines 
reported about Fasoism. America is almost silent. lbe Common-
!.!.!l is cautious. 'l'he Catholic WO£ld from the very start i8 more 
than suspiciOUS, even openly hostile, and will continue to be 
anti-Fasoist in the tuture. 
By 1926 Mus801ini was a stable dictator, and it was obvious 
that his government was to be permanent. The verdict of history 
1s that there was not a real threat of Communism 1n October 1922, 
l7Catholic World, CXXI (June 1925), 408-9. 
17 
but rather the orisis, whatever it waa, had passed, and the eoo-
n.omic situation had begun to ease.1S Nevertheless, it 1s diffi-
oult to say that in 1922 thi. oould have been known by enough 
people to stop the future dictatorship.. By using the Church, and 
making it appear that he had saved a situation which was in 
ruins, Mussolini built up a strong authoritarian government which 
was to abrogate many of the civil rights o.f the people. 
It is now necessary to examine the periodioal reaotion to 
the early years of the dictatorship after 1926. Speaking of mad 
Mussolini, the Catholic World said: 
Mussolini is running amuck. Who will curb him? 'The 
answer seems to be, 'The Pope if anyone.' fPhe dictator is 
aoting like a madman, and as if to prevent his madness from 
beooming known to the world, he has stifled the Italian 
press. His bulldozing and fire-eating, his particularly 
ill-timed militarism, his foolish and frantic speeches ...... 
make Kaiser Wilhelm seem like a pacifist. • .. • If the bull-
dozing dictator i8 not quite crazy, he will come out ot his 
frenzy. But it he continues to plunge along like a mad buf-
falo, with wi14 mouth1nga and threats of violence, he will 
ruin Italy, and perhaps bring on another European war. • • • 
It may 1nterest the readera of the Catholi!! World to know 
that I have received, during the past two years, many ar-
bicles from Rome, exalting MUsaolini aa a deliverer ot his 
nation and a benefactor to the Church. I have consistently 
refused to publish the most eulogistic ot them. Indeed, I 
have admitted to these pages only one a.rticle praising Mus-
solini. and that one merely because I am anxious to present 
views that are not my own •••• As for myself, I have con-
sidered the man a potential danger to freedom and pea.oe and 
religion. For that reason, I have suffered some abuse from 
at lea.st one writer resident in Rome, who told me that, liv-
ing in America, I oould not see what everybody in Rome knew, 
that Mussolini 1s the savior ot civilization and religion in 
18Sturzo, Italy!!!2:. F'ascism, p. 111. 
18 
Italy and all ~urope. Well, I have waited and the months 
have oonvinoed me that from a distanoe of 4000 miles I could 
see more platnly than some of. the observe~s on the spot. 
Musaolini Is mad •••• I hesitate to ass~~e the role of a 
prophet • • • but bar~ing the entrance of some entirely un-
forseen element into the Italian situation, Mussolini's re~ 
gime will and tn something akinlto disaster. There will be 
a reaotion in favor of liberty. 9 
The attitude of Father Gillis with regard to the fi'ascist 
government_ill oontinue in this vein of frankness. It will be 
interesting and necessary to contrast this regularly hostile view 
with the early views of Amerioa and the Commonweal, whioh, al-
though the,. otten pointed out what they ooneider weak points or 
the regime, are generally favorable to Mussolint. 
During this period the Commonweal stressed the faot that 
Mussolini always spoke in terms ot bombast and futuriSM, and that 
anything like the virtue or restraint was never heard rrom the 
Colossus bestriding the hills of Rome In 1926.20 the Commonweal 
spoke out otten in short paragraphio oomment. At one or the at-
tempted assassinations ot Mussollni, in September 1926, it men-
tioned that too many people were giving in to the ~.21 On the 
ocoaslon of the issuance of the i'aacist Charter of Labor, 1 t said 
that the Faseist charter would not be aoceptable in the United 
19Catholic World, enII (March 1926), 838~40. 
20Commonweal, III (February 17, 1926), 395; III (March 13, 
1926), 257. 
21Commonweal, IV (September 22, 1926), 457. 
19 
States, for neither capital nor labor in the United States would 
be prepared to a.dmit that industrial relations must be determined 
by arbitration. It went on to give the impression that Mussoll-
ni's form of labor might be more efficient than that of this 
country. 22 A few months later, the Cog2nwea;!. openly gave credit 
to the regime for what it had done, saying: 
'fhough no American is likely to yearn 1"or the intro-
duction of Mus801inl t s methods into this country, it seems 
that all of us ought to concede frankly the value of at 
least some of those methods to Italy. There is no good rea-
son for doing otherwise, and there is always at least an 
excuse for being fair. When the New York World, in a recent 
editorial, quoted approvingly the-opinion of Mr. Julius 
Barnes, who used to be President of the United States Cham-
ber of Commerce, to the effect that Fascism has accomplished 
nothing which democracy has not done better in this country, 
it obviously glossed over a most important difference. Mus-
solini is not governing a nation accustomed to representa-
tive 1nstitut1Gns and possessed of a great per capita 
wealth, but trying to rule a people that had gone beyond the 
verge of self-government in company with an inetricient 
democracy. He was obliged to save the vestiges of industry 
from collapse; to stabilize an almost bankrupt financial 
system; to unify a people still very heterogeneous; and to 
inaugurate something like a decent program of social reform. 
All of us may well find the methods adopted by Fascism dras-
tic and, in the nature of things, temporary. The fact re-
mains, however,--and we must respect facts--that these 
~ethods accomplished a great deal afte23Q regime of corrupt-ed demooracy had accomplished nothing. 
This editorial, in spite of' anything said earlier, seems to pre-
sent the Commonweal's most authoritative opinion on the develop-
ment or Faseiam, an authoritarian form of government in Italy. 
22Commonweal, V (May 4, 1927), 704. 
23Commonweal, VI (September 21, 1927), 457. 
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'l'he1"'e is no doubt that this opinion of recognition of whatever 
good Fascism has done in Italy until september 1927, reflects the 
mind of a number ot Americans. Perhaps the majority of American 
Catholics would have favored this view mOl'"e ttl8.n the view of the 
editor of the Catholic World. Whereas the Commonweal gives cr8-
dit to 1:t'aaoislIl tor the stabilizing effeot it had on the weakened 
condition in Italy, Father Gill18 will not overlook the means 
used in the consolidation of the dictatorship to any ordered 
picture wh~ch Fascism could show t..'he world in 1927. Mussolini '. 
methods are violent. He is anti-democratic and forbids civil 
liberties; accordingly, in the mind of the editor of the Catholic 
World, his regime deserves no praise. 
In 1928 the Commonweal continued with the same view when it 
said. after MU8solini had announced his decision to perpetuate 
F1ascism, "One should remember that all the rigors engendered 
practically no brutality. • • • He has accomplished the remark-
able feat of oonstructing a regime of might without really em-
ploying a great deal of It. n24 This remark one finds hard to 
justify, for even betore the March on Rome I"'ascism was known for 
its brutality and violent methods, which were continued once 
Mus.olin! took over the country and used pragmatically whenever 
any need arose. However, later in 1929. when Mussolini took eon-
trol over the .Ministry of Colonies, thereby personally running 
24Co!!onweal, VII (May 2, 1928), 1369. 
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seven of the thirteen cabinet posts, in alarm the Commonweal said 
that such centralization of poyer might have peculiar benefits 
to Italy at this t~ne, but the menace to the future stability of 
the country was increasing. 2$ 
The attitude of America at this time 1s between that of the 
Commonweal and the Catholic World. While the other two magazines 
are concerned with anything the Ponti.ff says on the matter of Fas 
cism, its nature and the relations between the Church and the 
State in Italy, it seems that Amgrica is even mora concerned with 
upholding whatever the Pope says. Often enough, America w111 
speak out on an issue only after the Pope has spoken, and defend 
his attitude. Accordingly, when the Pope, referring to certain 
abuses in Italy, cOl'ldemned the concept of the state which, by 
absorbing and monopolizing everything, makes the state an end in 
itself, and the citizens mere means to that end, America made 
note of the Pope's condemnation and supported the Pontifr. 26 
~le Papal allocution of December 20, 1926 1n wh1ch the Pope con-
demned that erroneous concept, ls taken by many to be one of the 
first Papal oondenuw.tlons of Pa9c15111, and Fa.ther 11111is refers to 
1 t a number of times during the remainder of the .!"'ascis t experi-
menta 
A summary or the position of America at this time shows that 
25Commonweal, IX (January 2, 1929), ~t6. 
26America, XXXVI (January 1, 1921). 275. 
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Mussolin1, who knew muoh that was useful in stateoraft, seemed 
ignorant of the fundamental truth that no nation could grow to 
its proper stature, if it were hindered bY' an excessive worship 
of the state. America then went on to say that Mussolini had 
done muoh good to Italy, for he abolished dishonest and inoompe-
tent officials, aided agrioulture, manufacture, and the develop-
ment of water power, and expelled atheism fram the schools. 27 
However, aocording to America, his motivating philosophy was 
wrong, f'or 
It is not excessive to say that in every essential respect 
his philosophy is that of Hegel •••• Ultimately, however, 
he asserts that the power whioh at the time controls the 
state is the source and sanction of all rights and duties. 
It is supreme. It oan brook no other sovereignty, not even 
in the sphere of religion and morals. 
Hence Mussolini 'permits t the state to teach religion 
in the schools, not because he admits the right of the 
Church so to teach, but beoause like Napoleon, he believes 
that in this manner the Church may be made a valuable part 
of the state police system. Should he decide that this 
teaching was inimical to what he conceived to be the inter-
est of the state, he would be logioal in recalling his per-
mission. Mussolini appears to hold that the individual has 
no rights, in the strict sense, but onl,. certain concessions 
granted by the state. l'he Churoh, on the contrary, teaches 
that every man has been endowed by his Creator with oertain 
rights which, since they pertain to him by reason of his 
very nature, are termed natural rights. 80 too the Church 
possesses certain rights •••• It is the proper office of2A every government formed among men to protect these rights. 
Continuing 1n this same view, America said in November 1927, con-
cerning Mussolinl f s proposal to abolish universal suffrage, that 
"Mussolini is beginning the great drive toward the establis~~ent 
27Amerlca., XXXVII (July 30, 1927), 365. 
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of what the philosophers term the best form of government--the 
benevolent despotism. beyond all cavil, l~rand Council-Mussolini 
government will be a despotism, but we seriously doubt Mussolini's 
possession of those qualities which, the philosophers teach, are 
necessary to insure the saving qu~lity of benevolence. The Pre-
mier's concept of the purpose and function of government, con-
demned on more than one occasion by the Holy See, the sole voice 
in Italy which dares to critioize MU8so1ini, makes that supposi-
tion 1mpoBs1ble,. u29 (fhis 1s a strong argument against .l:i'asc1am 
by Amerioa; however, it will modify the force of this somewhat 
by its reaotion during the next five years, in which time the 
Lateran treaties are signed between the Churoh and the .I:"ascist 
government. 
At the beginning of this ohapter it was mentioned that there 
are three main area8 in which these magazines reacted to ..i:' asoiam 
in Italy from 1922 to 1933, the authoritarian nature of the re-
gime, the Church-State problem, and foreign aspects. Up to this 
point, the authoritarian nature of the regime has been examined, 
however, by no means oompletely, for there is necessary overlap-
ping in all three of' these areas, especially between the Church-
State relations and the nature and development of the regime. 
This 1s true sinoe these magazines are main11 concerned with re-
ligious issues. and when the state comes into cOl:.l.f1iot with the 
29Amerlca, XXXVIII (November 26, 1927), 150. 
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Church, the magazines find reason for this, often enough, in the 
nature of the regime, because it rests on a theory incompatible 
wi th the Ghurch .. 30 
Turning our attention more specifically to the relations be-
tween the '-'hurch .and the State, it is seen that from 1926 until 
the end of this chapter in 1933 there are three main areas in 
which this problem manifested itself, first, the problem of the 
Catholic boy scouts until 1928, second, the settlement of the 
Homan Question in 1929, and third, the controversy over Catholic 
Action culminating in the summer ot 1931 in the encyclical, !2e 
Abbiamo B1805no, which was a. detailed refutation of the It'ascist 
claim that Catholic Action was superfluous, and that it inter-
fered in political matters .. 
Mention has already been made of the Papal allocution of 
December 20, 1926 and the note America took of it .. One of the 
distinctive notes of the modern dictatorships is the complete 
monopoly of the training of youth which the government under-
takes. This is the reason underlying the conflict over Catholic 
boy scouts who were superfluous and dangerous 1n the eyes of the 
j;t'8.sclsts. The b'asoiats had their own Ba1111a groups, but they 
not given offic1al recogn1tion by the State unt11 Apr11 3, 1926 .. 
'l'hese }.<'&8c10 t group. of youth, tra1ned 1n the wa.rlike sp1r1 t of 
the regular "':&80is t mili tia., almos t necessarily had to come in 
30 6 Binchy, p. 33 • 
conflict with the Catholic boy scouts who were a part o.f organ ... 
ized Catholic Action. In answer to the charge of political oon-
spiracy on the part ot the Catholic boy scouts, the Church re-
peatedly argued that the nature and purpose of the scouts were 
both religious in oharacter. Nonetheless, the balilla used vio-
lence against them. Prooessions were broken up, as were various 
meetings of the Catholio scouts.)l The Pope protested in the 
allocution of December 20, 1926. 
The Commonweal ran a special editorial on this allocution, 
in whioh this magazine did not find much reason for worry, but 
rather took occasion to give an appraisal of the regime. The 
Commonweal said that when the Pope spoke on the subject of Musso-
linl, the interest was much increased for all concerned, but that 
what was said should be viewed calmly as a defense on the part of 
the Church, but not as a theoretical evaluation of ,F'ascist the ... 
ory as such. Differing from the Catholic World and America, the 
Commonweal insisted that the word condemnation was not the word 
to be used to desoribe the Pope's action. The Commonweal went 
on to say that as far as the theory and practioe of F'ascism were 
concerned, its pages were open to those who defended l"ascism as 
well as to Don Luigi Sturzo, the arch-enemy of Fascism. Howover, 
if Mussolini's government were judged pragmatically on tho basis 
of actual l~esults, it would have to reoeive almost unlvol~sal COIn-
31ill.2,., 412. 
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mendation. If it were judged by other than pragmatic standards, 
its philosophy would be seen to be essentially Ilet;a ti ve and dan-
gerous. 'fhen the Commonweal made an often used distinction be-
tween Mussolinl, who represents the modera.te elements of the par-
ty, and those extremists who would seriously endanger the situa-
tion in Ita.ly. 'l'.he Comm()nweal hoped that, undar tlussolini's per-
sonal guidance, this extre:w.6 element would subside, a. hope that 
many made six years later when another dictator came to power, 
this time in Germany.32 '1.'11is editorial just; analysed reflect:; 
th.e favorable policy of the Cormnonweal to l' aseism at this time, 
whereas the Catholiq ~iorld simply referred to the allocution of 
the Pope as a condernnation of Fascism. 33 
On January 27. 1927 the Holy ,t«ather formally dissolved part 
of the Catholic boy scouts, for it he did not do so the Fascist 
government would have done it anyhow.34 The Pope was trying to 
avoid a orisis at that particular time. '!he Commonweal noted 
that. and added that the Church submitted in that instance, but 
that the P'ascists should be careful not to arouse the Pope fS an-
ger any more. 35 Later, however, in April 1927 an agreement was 
32commonweal. V (January 5, 1927), 231. 
33Cathollc World, CXXV (MAY 1927) I 257. 
3!tBinChY, p. 415. 
35commonweal. V (February 2, 1927), 339. 
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reached which allowed Catholio Action to oontinue, but spelled 
the doom 01' the Catholic boy soouts.36 lhe Commonweal commented 
that Mussolini's gove~nment in this instance could not be accused 
01' animosity against the P'apacy, f'or the ~ had no intention of' 
igno~ing the spiritual rights of Catholics in Italy.37 
Pius Xl's decision to suppress the boy scouts in oertain 
areas was revealed in a letter to Cardinal Ga.sparri, the Papal 
Secretary of' State. Commenting on this letter America said that 
the rea~oint of the letter was to be found in the Pope's con-
demnation 01' the principle that education is ~~e monopoly of the 
state. 38 Referring to the decree of the Fascist government of 
January 9, 1927 by which the Catholic scouts in certain areas 
were to be suppressed, but which the Pope himself dissolved, 
America quoted the Pope's worda saying, "The Balilla decree pre-
scribes the teaching or a dootrine whioh we have reason to be-
lieve to be rounded on, or to culminate in, a conception of gov-
e.rnrnent not conforming to the Catholio conception. u39 As usual, 
America will always speak out when the Pope has spoken. 
By April 1928 the last vestiges of the Catholio scouts were 
gone. This aspect of the struggle between the Church and State 
36Binchy, p. 418. 
37CQmInonwea1, V (April 13, 1927), 619. 
38AaeEica, XXXVI (February 5, 1927), 395. 
39,Illi., 396. 
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ended with Mus80lini the wimler, but he won only because the Pope 
thought a greater conflict would be averted, for it is to be re-
membered that during this time official negotiations were in pro-
gress to settle the long standing Roman question. Also, one must 
recall that Catholic Action was saved for the present, a movement 
much more important than the Catholio boy scouts, who were only 
a small part of Catholic Action. 
At the end of April America noted that the threatened con-
flict had been averted, and went on to say that Mussolini had 
done much for Italy which was worthy of the most enlightened 
statesmanship.4o In the judgment of America, Mussollni was too 
clever a. statesman to risk what he had won by fighting the Vati-
can. Amtrlca implied its favor to the authoritarianism of the 
regime, and with the Commonweal, was willing to recognize the 
good of Fascism when they saw it, the question of civil liberty 
not concerning these magazines too much at t.his time. As was 
mentioned, the attitude of the Catholio World was to point out 
the Pope's allocution of December 1926 as a oondemnation of Fas-
oism. Usually, whenever the Pope and the Fascists reached any 
kind of agreement. the Catholio World would remain silent, but 
when a conflict would arise, Father Gillis would point out, and 
rightly so, that it was obviously latent all the time. 
With the oontroversy over the Catholic boy scouts settled, 
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the official negotiations for the settlement of the Roma.n Question 
rapidly came to their fruition. These negotiations, begun unof-
ficially in October 1926, had become official in December of the 
same year, and might have been completed in 1927, were it not for 
the trouble over the boy scouts. liowever, com.plete thoroughrless 
was needed also, because of the peculiar problems involved, and 
as a result, the whole matter had to be studied carefully from 
every point of view.41 
The Commonweal pointed out the ~entral diftuculty in this 
issue, namely that Italy, in her quest for unification, needed 
Rome and its tradition, while at the same time, ~~ Holy See, the 
owner of the land, had to protest when it was forcetully taken 
away, and as a result, the Roman Question arose in l870.h2 Since 
the spiritual independence of ~le Papacy depended on territorial 
sovereignty, the protest on the part of the Holy See was absolute-
ly necessary, if she was not to become a pawn in the hands of the 
anticlerioal Italian govarnment. L1.3 The Lateran Treaty settled the 
question of the territorial sovereignty by oreating Vatioan City, 
an independent sovereign state. There was also a Conoordat be-
tween this newly established state of the Pope and the Italian 
government regulating such matters as marriage, appointment of 
4l Binchy, p. 175. 
42Commonweal, IX (February 20, 1929), 440. 
43Wi1frid Parsons, 'fhl Pope ~ Italy (1929), Pp. 21-2. 
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bishops, education, and other religious affairs. In addition, 
there was a tinancial settlement to reimburse the Vatican tor 
many of the buildings etc., which had been taken away from her 
since 1870. 
Besides giving cradi t to the Holy F'a ther and Cardinal Ga.s-
parri, the Commonweal went on to remark that Premier ~~ssolini 
had once again done excellent work by removing a cause of sad 
dissention, and accordingly winning many Catholics to his side.44 
The Cathol.ic li'iorld did not mention the settlement on its edito-
rial pages; Amerioa was most enthused over it.45 
However, the situation was not as pleasant as some philo-
Fascists believed. There were many diffioulties in this settle-
ment, the Pope being aware of them, but because of what the Holy 
Father considered the greater good that would come by ending the 
fifty-nine year dis,1dl0, he signed the agreements. The philoso-
phy of F'asciam demanded that there be no groups outside the pale 
of the state, yet by the Lateran Treaty, Catholic groups auch as 
Catholic Action were recognized. Thia was the faot of the matter 
even though considering Fascist theory alone, one would be led 
to forsee a confliot. ~hat happened in the agreements of 1929 
was that both MU8so11ni and the Pope repeated their principles 
for all to know, and then both agreed on a. compromise in the 
44Co!l'!l":lonweal, IX (February 20, 1929), 4J~1. 
45America, XL (January 26, 1929), 374. 
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praotical terms of the tl"eaty, neither sacrificing his principles. 
There was trouble even before the official ratification of 
the treaty by the Italian senate, a few months after its signing 
on February 11, 1929. Mussoll:ni spoke to the Italian senate 
about the treaty, and what he thought it meant, and the Pope an-
swered him in a letter to Cardinal Gaspar!'i accusing j~ussolini of 
ftworse than heretical expressions. n46 Commenting on the speech 
of the ~, the Commonweal said that he wanted to impress on 
everybody that he was not leaving Fascist principles, for he 
hoped that the treaty with the Church would serve his own inter-
ests, and not give exaggerated stren~~h to the Church.47 How-
ever •. the Catholic World took up from the words of th'" Pope and 
went on to prove that the Pontiff was not a politician, since he 
dared to speak out in the above mentioned fashion only forty-
eight hours before the official ratifications, proving that he 
was ready to sacrifice all the work that went into the treaty for 
what he thought needed to be sa.id.48 The Catholic ~i'orld did not 
say a word in favor of Muasolini dUl'ing this time.. by his omis-
sions Father Gillis made it clear tha.t he still had no admiration 
for Fascism, Italian totalitarianism, even in the face of the end 
ing of the long-standing Roman Question, an event which brought 
46Cathollc World, CXXIX (July 1929), 483. 
47Commonweal, X (June 19, 1929), 170. 
48Cathollc World, CXXIX (July 1929),485. 
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world renown to Mussolini, anq which ended a situation which was 
hindering the Church in carrying out her spiritual :mission. 
1'1he trouble that was latent in the Church-State relations in 
Italy broke out 1n 1931 in tIle dispute over Catholic Action. 
Ivlention has already been made of the Catholic boy soouts which 
formed a. part of Catholic Action. When in 1928 the scouts were 
cItssolved completely, the rest of the structure of Catholic Ac-
tion remained intaot, as it had been set up in 1923 by Fius XI, 
who often said that he wanted to be remembered primarily as the 
Pope of Catholic Action.49 
'l'he reason for the oonfliot, as l~'a thar Gillis knew, could 
be deduoed from Papal and Faso is t theory. Aooording to the 1<'a8-
cista, there could be no p~oup whioh was outside the state, while 
the Church claimed that Catholic Action, in its corporate capac-
ity, tormed a part of the Church, and therefore was beyond the 
state. Pius XI reoonstructed Catholic Aotion In1923 in order to 
avoid any difficul ties wi th the state in this rna tter. iie knew 
that the Popular!, Don Sturzo's political party, which was formed 
in 1919 by a .rus 10n of two Ca, tho1ic Ae tion groups, would be the 
main source of friction for the .\:i'asels ts, and a 0 he made every 
attempt to dissociate any political importance from this reli-
49010rg10 Candeloro, Il Movimento Cattolico !a Italla (Roma, 
1953), p. 484; Binchy, p. 496. 
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gious WOI"k of Catholic Action.;)O Nevertheless; this movement was 
oontinually being I"uthlessly accused of a political characteI", 
espeoiall,.. b,.. RobeI"to FaI"inacci, the SecI"etaI"y.GeneI"al of the 
Fasoist paI"ty.51 
It was in the summer ot 1931 that a definite, deliberate 
attaok was made by the Fascists, WI10 decided that the demands of 
their theory then should be deolared and fulfilled.52 But they 
did not know the man they oonfI"onted, foI" Pius XI proved to the 
onlooking world that he was master of the situation. False ao-
ousations in the pI"ess, coupled with violenoe in breaking up PI"O-
cessions and Catholic Action meetings, brought matters to a head 
a t the end of May. '1'0 avoid a conflict the Pope told the Ital'ian 
bishops to take over immediate contI"ol of the movement, thereby 
tempoI"aI"ily suspending all lay officers, foI" the I,iascists charged 
that many of these lay officers were tormeI" members of the Popu-
laI'" paI"ty.53 But on the same da,.. the Pope did this, May 30th, 
a Fascist deeI"e. dissolved all branches of the Youth and Unlver-
sity .ections of Ca~lolic Action, and seizure at all their fl1e. 
immediately followed. 1~1. led to open conflict between the 
Church and the Stat. in Italy • 
.51StUI"ZO, 
52 Binchy, p. 508. 
53 Ibid., 517. 
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The Catholic World, which had spoken out in December 1930 
and July 1931 quoting again the words of the Pope's allocution 
of December 20, 1926, saroastioally branded M.ussolini in its edi-
torial for August 1931: 
Of course no one who has cut his wisdom teeth believes that 
the agressor 1n this controversy is the Pope and the ag-
grelved party the dictator. It is hard to believe that the 
man with the flashing black eyes J the' jutting jaw and the 
chronic angry expression is the lamb, while the scholarly 
gentleman, onoe librarian, now Pope, is the wolf of the le-
rend. Mu.solini, it will be remembered, is inept in the 
role of innocent victim. The world knows him as a sword-
rattler and fire-eater. He haa brandished his weapon in the 
direotion of Jugoslavia, Greece, and 1"ranc9, and now natural 
ly he glowers toward Vatican City. He has crushed the South 
Tyrol; he has tread on the toes and tweaked the nose of di-
plomats of even some of the really great powers. He has so 
often strutted and boasted like Goliath that the instinotive 
sympathy of peace-loving peQple is with the new David who 
has accepted hia oh8.118nge. 54 
Father Gl11is speaks here very bluntly and typically about the 
oonflict which for him was only naturally to be expected. In 
this same editorial he points out the fUndamental Fascist error, 
namely that the citizen belongs striotly to the state, pure 
Hegelianism imported into Italy.55 
A few days after the suppression of the Catholic Action 
groups, sl1itchini7, from the David-Goliath analogy of the Catholic 
World, the Commonweal referred to Caesar's challenge of Peter, 
strongly supporting Peter. After pointing out that Mussolini 
54Cathollc World, CXXXIII {August 1931}, 611 .. 
55lE.!S.., 614. 
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could avoid tne conflict if he would re-open the Catholic clubs 
after publio order had been restored, the Commonweal said that 
this step would really only postphone the oollision with the 
Churoh which the ~asoist doctrine ot the absolute state makes 
inevitable. It Mussolini kept the clubs closed, he would sucoeed 
as rar as the exterior victory was ooncerned, be'a::auae Fasoism 
rested on material toroe and seoular purposes. However, Peter, 
in the person of Pius XI, would remain undefeated beoause the 
spiritual must be superior to the materIal.56 The Comnonweal 
then went on to raiae an important question, showing a penetrat-
ing insight Into the modern world, "Can a spiritualized patri-
otism which does tru17 exist in all nations, but which is less 
well organized, les8 known and less effective than the militant 
ohauvinistic torma or nationaliSM, hope to increase rapidly and 
effectively enough to avert that maelstrom of world war which 
even the most ferocious nationalistic leaders dread, but whioh 
their aotions inevitably prepare? ~hi. is the supreme question 
now faoing human societY' in the temporal Sphere."S7 The edito-
rial of June 10, 1931 shows how penetrating and brilliant the 
Commonweal can be. Pather Gillis would agree with the tone of 
the whole edItorial, and therefore of the importance of the ques-
tion raised. But that "even the most ferocious nationalistic 
56Commonweal, XIV (June 10, 1931), 141-2. 
57lliA., 142. 
leaders dreadtt a world war, Father Gillis might not agree and he 
would not agree if, at tl~t time, uitler were already in power. 
One week later the Commonweal called the whole situation 
mystifying aince it was so hard to get news ot just What was go-
ing on, or what the reasons for the rupture were. However, it 
pointed out some general causes such as difficulties over the 
scope of the Concordat, differences about the nature and purpose 
of education and the aims of Catholic Action, and finally the 
Commonweal hinted that the l"asoist government m"1ght have been 
hurt by what the IJope said about Fascism in his encyolical Quad-
rig.simo Anno, in whioh the Holy F'ather said that there Were some 
who feared the substitution of the state for private initiative 
in Italy.58 
America distinguished between a question of faot and a ques-
tion of right. ina question of ri~lt was vUlether or not it per-
tained to the sphere of the state to enter the realm of the spir-
itual, and if this is what the controversy was about. then ~­
ica and the Pope were resolutely opposed to Mussolini. On the 
other hand, as to the question of fact, whether or not any Cath-
olics l~ve hid In Catholic Action in order to oppose the govern-
ment from this veiled position, America was not concerned except 
to say that this should not be done. America agreed here with 
the Commonweal that the great problem at sta.ke was that of the 
58Commonweal, XIV (June 17, 1931), 170-1. 
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absolute state.59 Noneth(31ess, a few weeks later America in a.n 
edi torial on education in It:aly prai.aed !~ussolln1 for brlnginp; 
religion ba.ck to the schools of a Catholic people. America 
claimed that the transfor~lon from the ruillOUS former educa-
tional system was extraordinary, so much so, that ftthe finger of 
God 1s plainly vlsible. tt60 According to the Jesuit magazine the 
wonder was not that there weredifficultic8, some of them even 
serious, but the real marvel waa that the conflicts had been so 
few. The expressions of Mussollnl were not to be taken too lit-
erally, since Fascist theory of the absolute state was denied in 
practice by the existence of so many schools. In conclusion 
America too generously claimed, flMu880linl 1s no hothead, but a 
cool and calculating statesman ,;hose work, in cooperation wlth 
the Holy See, has laid the foundation of a l'i ew Italy.,,6l 
There are two policies in evidence on this issue of Catholic 
Action. '!'he Catholic World, as was to be expected, is opposed to 
Mussollni at evert turn, while iunerica and the Commonweal see 
good and bad in the Situation, and often make generous statements 
in favor of Fascism. Father Gillis is resolutely and unhesitat-
ingly averse to a dictatorial farm ot government in Italy, while 
the other two magazines are definitely not opposed to a strong 
59Amerloa, XLV (June 13,' 1931), 221. 




Events reached a high point by late June, and the l)ope decld 
ed to ua. his trump card by issuing the encyclical !2n Abbiamo 
8i80gno, which was a detailed refutation of the Fascist action in 
this issue.62 In this olear condemnation of the atrocities com-
mitted by the !i'ascista in the previous few months, the Pontiff 
denied categorically that Catholic Action was a vehicle for po-
litical actlvity.63 Rather, the Pope said the real issue was the 
attemp\ to obtain oomplete monopoly over the young, taking them 
away trom the Ohuroh.64 The strongest words of the document 
leave no doubt of the seriousness of the Pope, "And here We find 
Ourselves in the presence of a contrast between authentic affir-
mations on the one hand and not less authentic facts on the other 
hand, which reveal, without the slightest possibility of doubt, 
the proposal, already in great part aotually put into effeot, to 
monopolize completely the young, from the tenderest years up to 
manhood and womanhaod, and all for the exclusive advantage or a 
party, or a regime bas.d on ideology which clearly resolve. it-
.elf into a true and real pagan worship ot the state, which is no 
1 ••• in contrast with the natural rights ot the tamily than it is 
6ZCandeloro, p. 512. (dated June 29, 1931) 
63Pope Plus XI, !2a Abbiamo 
Welfare Conference, (Washington, 
64 Ibid., 19. 
Biao~no. ed. National Catholic 
1931 , p. 15. 
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in contradiction to the supernatural rights ot the Church. n6S 
After the Pope had spoken in such forthright terms, the 
Commonweal backed up the Holr See, quoting the part of the encyc-
lical with regard to the attempt to monopolize the youth be a 
government based on a pagan worship of the state. 66 After the 
encyolioal the extreme part of the Fascist press broke out into 
a fury of rage against the Ch~eh. Commenting on this, America 
said that there was still time tor the Fascists to retract their 
extreme statements and aotions, tor it hoped that the moderate 
element ot the F'asciat party would restrain the radicals 80 that 
the partr would not defend a pagan form ot government in a Cath-
ollc oount17. 67 One month later Father Paul Blakely, S.J., a 
member of the start ot Amerioa, stated that there was no essen-
tial incompatiblllty between Fasclsm and the Churoh, and that the 
Pope had only oondemned a part of the E'ascia t program in l'lon !2.-
biamo B180&92_ Further In this article Father Blakely said that 
Fa thaI' Parsons, the Edl tor-in-Chief of Amerioa, was 0 f the opin-
ion that the Fasoist revolution was never Intended to be anything 
else than founded on Catholie trad1tion, an opinion which Father 
68 Blakely seemed to share. Although th1s last idea is not found 
XLV 
65 ~.J 21-2. 
66commonweal, XIV (,July 15, 1931), 271-2. 
67America, XLV (July 25, 1931), 365. 
66 Paul Blakelr. nTh. Church and the Fascist Party,n America. 
(August 22, 1931), 412-3. 
on the official edito~ial pages of the magazine, nonetheless, it 
1s felt that it would be beneficial to point it out since it in-
volves two of the editors. 
All three of the magazines claim to be and are supporters of 
the Pope, but in ',iew of their opinions quoted thus far it seems 
that there are different ways of interpreting some of the things 
which Plus XI said. At this point it seems that there are three 
strains of policy, the f'irst being that of the IIoly l"uthBr" who 
holds a center oourse, the second, that of F'athel' Gillis, which 
is to the lett ot the Pontiff in that he is saylng more than the 
Pope, tor there 1s no hint of praise for the regime, and third, 
that of Amerloa and the Commonweal, whioh Is to the right in that 
there is more pra1ae tor the :regime than the Pope would give. On 
this se:rlous issue of the relations between ChurCh and State It 
was worse to understate the Pope's view than to overstate it, for 
Mussolini1s polioy toward the Church was in' reality based solely 
on expedienoy. 
After a number of meetings in which the Jesuit. F1ather Peter 
Tacchi-Venturi played a very important part in mediating between 
Mussolini a.nd the Pope, a settlement was reaohed in early Septem-
bel" b,. whioh Catholio Action became strictly diocesan in orGan-
ization rather than national, in order that it be clear that its 
nature was relig10us not pOlitical.09 The agreement met with ap-
69 Binch,., p. 528. 
proval by both sides or the press in Italy, showing that a com-
plate break was not wanted by either side. However, the Fope was 
the winner, for the very existence of Catholic Action was at stak 
in the face of varied f'ascist attacks. It was true, nevertholess, 
tha t the effectivtJ1.8ss of the organized movement Wd.S ham.pered by 
the lessening of centralization. Yet the uncompromising attitude 
of the Pope with rega.rd to the essentials oft!.l1s question de-
serVes the note of Victory. 
America noted that Muasolini would not have signed the 
Treaty of 1929 if he intended to fight the Pope on these matters. 
111e Italian government# continued America. was tar from the 
practical atheism of the secular state in signing the treaty two 
years earlier, and now it was appar-.nt that the gO·'Ilernment, which 
should be thankful to the Pope for pointing out to it the oou!*se 
away from ruinl would now return to its earlier Ohristian spir-
1 t. 70 ':;''111s lust opinion of .h.merio!\, while well meaning" shows 
that ttl.at magazine did not thi:ul;;: ltu8solinl was dangerous to the 
interests of the Church now t..1.at the difficulty over Catholic 
Action had been alleviated. hut really MU8solini was dangerous 
to the interests of the ChUI'ch, for he was aware of wl"l.at was 
going on with regard to the breaking up of processions and meet-
ings, allowing Farinaoci a free hand in hia bitterly anti-Catholi 
campaign. The Commonweal. remarked that the Churoh was now really 
7°Amerl~~1 XLV (September 5, 1931), 511. 
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out ot Italian polItics, more so than out of American politics. 71 
But on the other hand, as usual, the Catholic World remained si-
lent whenever an agreement was reached between the Church and the 
Fascists. 
Thus the end ot the controversy was reached. It was a con-
fliet which tor a while many thought would develop into a com-
plete break between tbe two parties. However, atter the tempera 
eooled, the agreement was reached, the Pope compromising on a non 
essential by changing Catholio Action trom a national into & di-
ocesan organization. But the principle that the Italian govern-
ment alone poasea.eel the right to educate, waa abandoned by the 
li'asciata, tor the Pope simply could not compromise on this point. 
Tne wbole episode waa never forgotten by tbe Pope even though, 
on the surface, it seemed that all was healed. 
aetore the foreign aspects of the regime until 1933 are 
treated, it would be well to generalize on the attitude of the 
magazines to the nature ot the regime and the closely connected 
relation. between the Church and the State, both of which have 
been treated until 1933. 'lb.e important issue i8 the nature of 
the government in Italy. Is it authoritarian or totalitarian? 
Sinoe the Catholio World considers MU8801in1'a regime to be the 
latter Father Gil118 will not have anything to do with the gov-
ment. On the other hand, ,the other two magazines more or less 
7100maoow8&1, XIV ,(September 16, 19.31), 453. 
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agree in as much as they'both look on the Fascist government as 
authQritarian having met detinite practical needs ot the Italian 
people. The eyes of the Catholic World are on the me~lS used, 
not the end attained, on the use ot violence and lack ot politica 
liberty, not on the order acheived. Pather Gillis 1s also very 
correctly worried about the future stability of Europe in view of 
the glorification of war by Muslollni. The other two magazines 
are not .s concerned about violence in the means as is the Oath-
-
olic World, which s ••• in the violence the totalitarian state. 
From another point of view, the ma tte. can be treated by 
analysing the attitude of the raagazlnas towards Mu.ssolini, who 
as a die ta tor in I ta17, bad more power than any other ruler in 
Europe in 19)0. Father Gilli. 1s aware that the ~ represents 
the extreme element of the Fascists, inasmuch as Muasolini could 
control at will the extreme elementa, while America and the Com-
mon •• al would consider him as representing the moderate element, 
and bearing the marks of a true statesman. It was difficult to 
8&1 exactly how Mus801ini would t1nI.h hIs career. Had he not 
come under the influence ot Hitler, possibly the end of Fascism 
would not have been so inglorious. Nonetheless, there should 
have been more adverse oriticism of the regime, since Its excess-
es were a major factor In prec1pitating the Second World War. 
While Father GillIs may have been exoes'sive himself 1n his denun-
ciat10n of the regime, nevertheless his basic attitude was the 
one which should have been taken. 
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Turning to Italy aI~ her relations with the other countries 
of Europe concerning the momentous issue of security ina world 
moving thpough a crisis set up at the end of the First World War, 
we see that the magazines again are not in complete agreement. 
The underlying concern of Europe 1n the twenties was security. 
Especially was this true of £4'rance .. but nevertheless, the people 
of Italy were acutely aware of what war and peace meant. 
At the end of 1926 during the so-called tranquil era of 
Lacarno, the Commonw.al made the :f"latter1ng statement, "Mussolin1 
has undoubtedly succeeded in fulfill1ng one aim at the modern 
Italian foreign policy--an aim whioh, one may safely say, is not 
belligerent or even imperialistio 1n the strict sense, but polit-
ical in so far as it means the firm establishment of Italy as one 
at the greatest ¥~rop&an powers."72 However, earlier in that 
same year, after mentioning MusBolini's tryanny in the Tyrol, the 
Catholio World predioted that the regime in Italy would end 1n 
something sim1la~ to disaster. 73 
Two yea~s later, the Catholic Vlorld, even after h1uaeolini 
had signed tne Kellq~-Briand Peaoe Pact of 1928, was still in 
this frame of mind, when it said that Nussol1ni would not join 
in a plan to do away with warrare, since the dictator was so eon~ 
cerned with his likeness to Caesar and Napoleon, who were not 
72Commonweal, V (December 8, 1926), 117. 
730atho11c World, CXXII (March 1926), 840. 
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models one takes if he desires peaee. 74 Two years later the 
Catholic ~~orld endorsed the idea that only in Italy of all the 
countries of Europe, peace wa.s not heard of, but rather all that 
was heard of was the aim of the Fascist government to indootri-
nate the people wi~~ milltariam. 75 this was all the Gatholie 
Wo:rld had to say on this matter, Ame:rlca; ha.ving no oomment at all 
on the issue of war and peaoe at this time. 
On the other hand, the Commonweal did speak out, but did 80 
in a wavering fashion, giving the impression that Italy was now 
for wa:r and now for peace. Toward the end of 1930 it said- that 
the country was an armed camp which was continually kept in a 
state of • .xci tement. 76 However, a few weaks later after Musso-
11n1 had made a speeoh about his peaoeful intentions t}lG Corn.l'!1on-
~ seems to have taken him literally when he said that neither 
he nor the Italian governm$ot wanted to bring about wap, tor the 
discoveries of modern soience would make it certain that another 
war would be more dreadful than the last. Accordinr,; to the Com-
" -
monweal Mus.olini was 8incere in saying that the training ot 
Italian youth was only aimed at making them strong and self-reli-
ant for the sake of disoipline and responsibility.77 One week 
14CathOl!c World, OXXVIII (November 1928), 234. 
15Catholio World, CXXXI (September 1930), 7LI5-6. 
16Commonweal, XIII (December 17, 1930), 170. 
77 4 Commonweal, XIII (January 1 , 1931), 283. 
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later it again favorably commented on the peaceful intentions of 
r'ascism which was only mobilizing tor the defense of the country 
against the possibility of invaslon. 78 Throughout the year 1933 
there was much talk of war, more than in any previous year for 
a number Q£ years. The Commonweal showed! tB concern over the 
European situation, and hoped that the countries would iron out 
their di£ficulciea. The Four Power Pact, proposed by Mussolini, 
was a gesture 1n his ravor in the eye. of the CommoDwgal which 
reiterated it. opinion that the Duee did not want war. 79 
-
I~ua the first halt of our study is completed with the re-
action of the periodicals up to and including the year 1933. 
Three aspects have been the main concern, the nature of the re-
gime, the Church-State problem, and the foreign policy aspects 
of the countpY. In this period, trom the inception of b'ascism 
in 1922 until 1933, the relation ot the Chureh to the Italian 
~overnm.nt has been the dominant area in Which the magazines re. 
acted. This was to be eXpected, since all the periodicals are 
Catholic, inclined to look at the modern world from that point 
of' view. 
78Comman!9al, XIII (January 21, 1931), 311. 
79CommoBwea1, XVIII (July 28, 1933), )17. 
CHAPTER III 
PERIODICAL REACTION 1934-1943 
In the second half of our study it will be seen that the 
reaotion of a part of the American Catholio press in respeot to 
Italian Fascism will oenter largely around the various inoidents 
which led to the Second World War. From 1934, after the rIse of 
Hitler to power 1n Germany, the history of Europe was nothing 
but one cr18ia atter another, until the aotual start of the war 
in September 1939. This feeling ot oriais was retlected in all 
the periodicals under discussion. 
The trend ot .11 three Is varying mistrust of plaaciam. Af ... 
tel" the Ethiopian adventure. which none ot them justified, the 
shallownes8 of the regiae beoame more and aore apparent until 
Musaolint oame under the domination of Hitler in the latter thir-
ties. There 18 nothing glorious about the history of Italy afte!" 
Ethiopia until the Seoond World War; rather the weakness of the 
regime manifested itselt as the Italian people slowly realized 
that a war which they did not want waa in the making. 
As In the previou8 chapter, the reaotion of the periodioals 
will be thoroughly treated in respect to the various topics of 
importance during these years. The main topics of periodioal 
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reaction in this chapter are the reaction to the Ethiopian oon-
quest, to a. comparison of Pasciam with Communism, to the Italian 
racia.l policy of 1938, to the approach of the world war, to Ita-
lyts entrance into the war, and to the fall of Mussolini and with 
hint Fascism. 
By the Lateran Treaty of 1929 the Church-State problem was 
fundamentally settled in the previous chapter. Despite the dit-
terenees between the Chureh and the State in Fascist Italy sinee 
the year 1929. collaboration was moretrequent than dispute. The 
ever lateIlt contradiction of the settlement will appear in this 
chapter with regard to the Fascist imitation of racism in Ger-
many- This uneasiness might have exploded on the occasion of the 
tenth anniversary of the sighing of the Lateran pacts, if Pope 
Pius XI, whose pa tienoe wi,th MU8s01ini was at an end, had not 
died a tew days before on the ninth ot February, for he had pre-
pared a speech for the Italian bishops which all reports say was 
to be a condemnation of the Fascist violations of the Concordat. l 
With Pius XII u Pope, everything possible was done to heal 
the breach in the hope of keeping Italy out of the war. However 
MU8solini, against the wilhel ot the Pope and the Italian people, 
allied his country with what he thought would be the victorious 
aide. After that Fascism quickly disintegrated; Mussolini fell 
trom power in 1943 and was killed in 1945. In contrast therefore 
to the first halt of the study the present chapter will be con-
cerned with the external aspects ot Fascism, its relation with 
the other countries of Europe. 
The reaction of the magazines to Fascism during 1934 and 1935 
until the invasion ot Ethiopia by Italian troops is slight. The 
Catholic World had nothing to say. During this time, however, 
the Commonweal made a number of somewhat hostile references to 
Fascism on various topics, saying that the advent of Fascism in 
October 1922 was lareely due to financial corruption prevelent 
among the members ot parliament. 2 In addition, it melltioned the 
fact that the press ot Italy was in the hands or a dictatorial 
government,3 aBU that ~saolini 8110uld look upon himselr as one 
who takes away civil rights.4 It seems from these remarks that 
the Commonweal has been able to perceive more deeply the essence 
or Fascism, a mild form ot totalitarianism. America was silent 
during this period. 
The only magazine to comment on the establishment of twenty-
two corporations in October 1934, a major step in the formation 
of the Italian Corporate State, was the Commonweal whioh said 
that, while it mleht b. diffioult to analyse all the various laws 
that surrounded the establishment of the Italian Corporate State, 
2Commonweal, XIX (February 16, 1934), 422. 
3Common!tal, XX (July 13, 1934), 275. 
4commonw,al, XIX (Maroh 30, 1934), 591. 
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nevertheless, the determining force behind all decisions was a 
council composed of four members ot the Fascist party headed by 
Muasollnl himself. Consequently, the establishing of the tw.nty-
two corporations was a part of the incorporation of everything 
Into the totalitarian state. ~his was why the Italian Corporate 
State differed trom the ideal of the state Bet forth by Pius XI 
in the encyclical 9uadrisesimo ~ of 1931, for the Papal letter 
subjected conflict. in the area of economics to a judicial law 
which waa baaed cn the natural law, not ultimately to a dicta-
tor.5 
From the.e scattered its''' it ia now neceasarr to turn to th 
attitude of these magazine. to the Italian .eizure of Ethiopia 
which waa planned trom 1933.6 The specific cause which started 
the maohinery of aggression was tn. Wa1wa1 border inoident be-
tween Italy's African possessiona and Ethiopia in December 1934. 
'rhia gave rise to a dispute between Italy and Ethlopia In the 
teague of ~atlons. On October 3rd of the following year, Italy, 
taking matters into her own hands, invaded Ethiopia. By May 1936 
the capital. Addis Ababa, fell to the Italians and Victor Emman-
uel III became the King and Emperor of the oountry. 
From une beginning of 193$ until the actual invasion late in 
that same year, the eyes of Europe and the United States were on 
Scommon.!!" XXI (Bovember 23. 1934>, 105. 
6Albr.cht-Carri~, 1tabl ~ NasolBon 12 Mus.olini. p. 244. 
the ambition ot KU8s011ni, for not only was the sovereignty or a 
country at stake, but there was widespread rear of a general war 
in Isul'ope because of Ita11 t s expansion. Italy's two :main argu-
ment. were the n.ed tor expansion on account at her overpopula-
tion, and her claim to defend her frontiers in Africa against 
Ethiopian aggression. But tne twentieth century was not the cen-
turr for imperialism as was the nineteenth, for popular opinion 
was too atrong in thos. countrIes whoa. era of expansion was over. 
Turning partieulal'l,. to the periodical reaction, the Common-
weal said at Italian mob1lizatlon, "Atter all the drIlling and th 
Invoking ot the folly 01.' military grandeur, there seems to be no 
wa1 out but to go saMewhere and start shooting at targets mo~e 
substantial than cardboard on8s."1 In a slml1ar vein the same 
magaaine later saId, "The Italian government ot: yore disturbed 
no one. When Mussolinl appeared, aotlon became the watohword. 
All Italy was pushed Into uniforms tor much-the same reason that 
a whole college is hurried into football suits. When times be-
came veP7 hard and life waa boring, the chance to gobble up Abys-
s1nia presented 1taelt."S The idea behind these remarks is the 
almost neceleary direot1on of Falciam, a form of government based 
on action, into war. One month before the actual attack on Ethi-
opia, tne Commonweal said that the action of lussolini In this 
7Commonweal, XXII (July 26, 1935), 315. 
8 C!!,onweal, XXII (September 27, 1935), Sll. 
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regard was e.sentially a matter of attacking the independence of 
a sovereign 8t&te.9 However, the Commonw!al, evIdently opposed 
to the attack, qunl.It'ied d.ts ,)pposltion 1n a slight way when it 
said, ane week earlier, that Italy might have had a greater rea-
son tor her aggressIon than had yet became available. 10 
It became evident that Mussollnl was going to attack in 
Africa regardless of the outcome of any discusslon of a settle-
ment in the League ot Hations. 'r.beSnvasion started on October 
the third, and a8 & result, the moral issue involved was ot much 
concern to the magazin... Americ~, which had praviauel,. said 
that Ethiopia should be lett tr.e from spheres ot influenoe,ll 
spoke ~t 1n defense of tbe Pope against those who charged that 
the Pontiff by his silence was defending Mussollni In his imperi-
alism. America continued by saying that the Pope had spolcen out 
and that he condemned a purely aggressive war. {I'he Pope did not 
think that Italy's detense of her Afrioan border, or her over-
population we~e su:fficient reasons for war J 1"9. ther the Pontiff 
prayed for peace.12 Becaus. of the possibility of contusion 
arising :fl"om his words the Pope said next to nothing during the 
course of the Ethiopian War. When he did speak, be spoke only of 
9CommoBweal, XXII (September 6, 1935), 435. 
lOcommonweal, XXII (August 30, 193:», 414. 
11 ' Merica, LII (F'ebruary 16, 193.5), 440. 
12 America, LIII (September 7, 1935), 506. 
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peace. While it is true that he'did bless individuals who were 
going to the war he never blessed any offioial mobi11zed group. 
There was one 1nstance, however, in a speech the Pope made to the 
promoters of the world exhibition ot the Catholio press, on May 
the tWeltth, after the war was over, which could give rise to a. 
philo-Fasoist interpretation, for the Pope spoke of the "trium-
phant Joy ot. an entire great and good people."l) Even here it 
oould be argued that the Pope was speaking as _n Italian, not in 
his capaoity as Pope. l4 Nonetheless, the remark was unfortunate; 
1t had harmful repuI'oussions, for the F'ascists claimed that their 
Afrioan aggression was theroby justifiae:, while part of the non-
Catholio world claimed that there was a Catholic-Fascist al11-
anoe.15 
In a blistering editorial on the ambitIon of MUBBollnl, the 
editor ot the Catholic World asked whether Mussolini realized 
that he might atart an international war, with allot Europe in-
volved. The Italian people, who were not allowed to learn world 
I 
opinion, could not be blamed for the war. At this point Father 
Gill,-. raised a very import.ant question when he asked whether a 
Catholic ethics, which was colored by nationalisM, eould still 
remain Catholio, since to his mind Italian theologians should 
13Pope Pius XI, as quoted in Binohy, p. 648. 
14BInohy, p. 650. 
15 . ~., 649, 702. 
condemn the butchery of Ethiopia. It these theologians have left 
it tor the Pope to speak, why dld they not heed his words, for 
the PoP. has said that a war of conquest was unjustified?1b 
The Commonweal took up the question of Father Gillis saying 
that he raised a difficult and dangerous question. One can an-
swer theoretically when a. war is jus t aml when it is unjus·c said 
the COIm;}onweal, but In any given ins tance it is extremel;;r diffI ... 
cult to say_ In this conflict between national aspirations and 
the Christian ethical code, the Co~onwe,l placed the root of the 
diffIeulty of defInitively saying whether a war is just or unjust 
in the inability of ~~e human mind to see the whole situation ob-
jectively, when the strong element of national sentiment is in-
volved. Even 80, the question of }i'ather GIllis is supremely irc-
portant, the world as a whole being unable to understand why 
Christian leaders do not tollow the Pope in this matter. 17 
Although Italy went ahead in the exploitation of Ethiopia 
with little opposition from ·the backward natives of the area, the 
fear ot all three of the magazines that a general EllX'opean war 
might be the outcome was not realized. Really Mussolini did not 
want a world war 1;0 result from his expansion, nor dld he think 
that any country would make this a.s a rea.ltbreat to him. al-
though he was determined to fight for 1!ithiopia. no matter what 
16Catholic World, eXLl! (October 1935>, 1-9. 
17Commonweal, XXIII (November 8, 1935), 31. 
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England or France d1d. l~ese two countries_ who determined the 
policy or the League of Nations, came under the fire of Public 
op1nion for their moral oowardice in this matter in that they did 
not provide for effective sanctions against Italy. Especially 
was this true of England. Comparing them with the Italians, Fa-
ther Gillis said, "Let the Ital1ans simply say: We wanted same 
land in Atrioa. We looked around to see where we could get it 
moat easily. Ethiopia was the only country not protected by a 
great European power. 80 we picked on Ethiopia, we went in and 
took 1 t. "hat.e have we hold. That f S all. We avoid the pre-
tens. of high moral and religious purpose suoh as the Anglo-Sax-
ons use. We are land grabbers, but we are not liars."18 
The Commonweal indicated that England made a huge error in 
not providing effective economic sanctions against Italy, for 
that country could have been stopped and the League of Nations 
would have still possessed some power, but since Italy has not 
been stopped, the League of Wations has became unimportant, and 
the sovereignty of a oountry hal been lost.19 
Aa the war with Ethiopia wal coming to a olose, the editor 
of the Catholio World again deplored Italyt s aggression, claiming 
that it was the end of ohivalry, and offering as his evidence, 
"the cold-blooded, l"Uthless, and incredibly oruel slaughter of 
l80.thallc World, eXLII! (June 1936), 263. 
1900mm0nweal, XXIV (July 17, 1936), 29S. 
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the Ethiopians by the Italians. ff20 As a tinal verdict on the Af-
rican episode, Father Gl11is asked, "How shall anyone excuse this 
modern Caesar, who entered Ethiopia in spite of the publIc opinio 
ot ~e world, a traitor to his sworn obligatlons as a member of 
the League and a signatory to Locarno, wno wages war fully 1n de-
fiance ot Christian ethIcs, and yet in the Christian name and 
under Christian insignIa?ft21 
The attitUde. of the magazines were in .ubstantial agreement 
over the action of the Fascist state in Africa, and continued to 
be so. The greatest ditference between them appeared In the pre-
vious chapter. All ,three now recognize Fascism as not merely au-
thoritarian, but as a concrete expression of the totalitarian 
state. 
In luly 1930, shortly after the end of Italy's conquest of 
Ethiopla, the Spanish Clvil War broke out, in Which Mussolini and 
Hitler aided Franco In hls flght wlth the republican government. 
The Issues behind this war are extrem$17 complex and stll1 debat. 
ed; suttice it to s&7 that the words communism, fascism, and ~­
moeracl .ere constantly used In describing Spain and Europe in 
the late thlrti8s. 22 Also, the relation ot the Catholic Church 
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to Pascism and Communism was debated; the magazines gave eonside~ 
able space to an explanation of the ~elation of the Church to Fas 
cism and Communism, waich is of importance for the Churoh was ac-
cused or favoring Fasoism in Italy, Spain, and elsewhere. 
According to the Commonweal, both Fasoism and Communism are 
tyranny.23 As ror the fundamental underlying principle of Ital-
ian Fasoism, namely a state based on nationalistic absolutisM 
wholly superior to any other human organisM within that state so 
that the state i8 superior to the family, the Church, and human 
dignities and liberties, the Churoh condemus Fascism; but if the 
Churoh has been able to tolerate ~ascism, it is only because this 
ruthless system has not enforced the ultimates of its totalitari-
an theory.24 Against the accusation that the Church condemns 
COmmuniSM prinoipally beoause of eoclesiastical conoern for the 
aid of Fasciam, the Commonweal said that the issue was not betwea 
CommuniSM and Fascism, but rather between demooracy and totali-
tarianism whioh inoluded both Communism and );I'ascism. Accordingly, 
it denied that the essential dlYision in the world was between 
the Fascist dictatorships and the democracie. as the Communist 
Internationalist ar~ some American Protestants olal~ed.25 lbe 
Commonweal repeated ttl!. almost two years late't", when it said 
23Commonweal. XXIII (February 7, 1936), 396. 
24Commonweal, XXIV (October 9, 1936), 542. 
25commonweal., xxv ( J'anuary 'I, 1937), 25=7-9. 
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that one ot the most peI'plexinp: and difficult situations that the 
Church ever had to cope with arose over the rise of Communism 
and its counterpart Fascism, tor both or these ideologies were 
evil, and thereroro the Catholic Churc:1. opposed them equally. 
'fue struggle between ConmItmism, FascisM, and the Church was not 
one of those three-sided struggles whi~l would resolve into a 
two-sided fight in which one of the participants chose the lesser 
of the two evila. :me Church did nottavor Fascism because it 
was a le8ser evil than Communi.m~26 
With rega.rd to this issue, the Catholic World also equated 
Communism and Fascism. HoW'ever, Pather Gillis might have gone 
too far when he said, "Speaking my own mind, I should say that 
totalitarianism in alliance with Catholicism 1s more dangerous 
than in opposition to Ca~lolicism. After a lapse of another gen-
eration or a century, I think it will be evident that we shall 
have suffered more trom the friendship of Fascism than f~om the 
enmity ot Com:munism. 21 Father Gillis again mGntionad ?iua Xl's 
allocution of Deoember 1926 condemning Fascism, and also the fact 
that Alfredo Rocco's statement o.f Ii1asoist theory oould not be re-
conciled with Pope Leo XIII's encyclioal on the Christian consti-
tution of the state, or with Cardinal Bellermine·s politioal 
wroi tings. Me went on to say that the Concordat of 1929 was only 
26Commonweal, XXIX (November 4, 1938), 29, 
27Catholic World, eXLIII (September 1936), 646. However, 
for a denial 01' this .ee Catho11c World, CLX (October 1944), 1. 
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a modus viv@ndi with Fascism similar to the Conoordat of PIUB VII 
in 1801 with Napoleon. 28 
Turning our attention now to America, we see that its policy 
is also defense of the Pope..i.'hat Pius XI, the one voice In the 
world which is raised for peace, oharity, and man's God given 
liberties,29 1s partial to F'ascism is not true for: 
!he Catholio Church favors no specified torm of government 
over any other form. She is at home with every form of gov-
ernment, as long as it protects the ri~!:lt8 of God and of the 
Church, as well as the Divine, natural, and civic rights of 
the indIvidual. It is stressing the obvious to insist that 
a fo~ of government which may suit one people admirably, 
maY' be wholly unacceptable to anothex- na. tion. The Church 
never interferes with the choice of the people, but she oon-
demns every alleged 'government' which is based upon a vio-
lation of Divine and human rights. 
'mat FascisM, properly understood, violate. these 
rights is beyond question. '!hat is why Pius XI condemned it 
in an allocution to the College of Cardinals in 1926. But 
it is also true that frequently the Churoh is obliged to 
tolerate for a time the lesser of two evils. This does not 
mean that she approves the evil; on the contrary, she con-
demns all that is unjust. With }'asciam, it is possible for 
her to establish a temporary modus vivendi and to wait for 
better times. But wi th CommunIsm, essentially based on 
atheiSM and committed to3f1e fostering of atheism, no such 
arrangement is possible. 
In it. dist1notion between COMmWlism and fo'asoiam, America said 
that though both of them might have come from hell, "Communism 
fumes from a lower part of hell, "31 for jf'aaciaM would permit a 
certain amount of freedom of religion, but Communism would not. 
2BCatho1ic World, CXLIII (September 1936), 646. 
29America, LIX (October 1, 1938), 612. 
3°Am!£&oa, LVIII (January 15, 1938), 348-9. 
31America, LX (October 8. 1938), 13. 
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Accordingly, a concordat with a Fascist state was P08s1ble.)2 
Thus all three of the magazines have forcefully expressed 
themselves on the relation of Fascism, Communiam, and the Church. 
Significantly, all three are 1n agreement. 
Before discussing the evant. which directly led to the out-
break of the Seoond World War, the attitude of the magazines 
towards racism, as it appeared in a mi~d torm in Fascist Italy, 
will be reviewed. In a total population of more than forty-two 
million, there were more than fifty thousand Jews in Italy by the 
year 1938, if one inoludes those Jews wlw sought refuge from Ger-
. many.)) The Jews were treated very well in Italy in the early 
thirties, some of them holding high Fascist positions. But the 
demands of the Rom .... Berlin axis seem to ha.ve led Mussolin1 into 
hi. policy of racial discrimination. Sinoe Hitler visited Rome 
in May 1938, and in July a Fasoist report on racial problems was 
iSBu.d, culm1natin.g in a Decree-Law on November 10, 1938 forbid-
ding Italian citizens to marry persons of another raoe,34 during 
the summer and tall ot 1938 the press was concerned with this ia-
sue. 
The CODll11onweal was the first to apeak out saying that, the 
quee t10n of race was an important reason 1lh y Italian l"asci:;m was 
)2 Ib1d • 
-
33Blnehy says that 1n the Italian census 
485 Jew. out of a total population of 41, 
34Binehy, p. 628. 
or 1931, there were 
709, 851, p. 570 
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better than German Nazism, but that an unofficial report had been 
issued 1n Italy directed against the Jews, e. nd against it the 
Pope immediately had .poken out. 35 One week later, the Common-
!!!! was aware that ~~e racial policy was otflcial.36 It quoted 
the Pope that mankind is a single human race, and that exaggerat-
ed nationalism was the reason underlying the persecution of the 
le ••• 37 It also noted that the oonflict between the Vatican and 
the Italian government over racism ought to be a clue to those 
who think that OatholicisM and totalitarianism can harmoniously 
oo_exi8t. 38 
Ame,rica, noting that the Pope condemned racism on a number 
ot oecasions, a180 quoted the Pope that racism was not merely a 
political issue a8 the Fascist. tried to maintain, becauso exag-
gerated nationalism lead. to a moral is.ue.39 
The Catholic World reacted Violently to raci.m in Italy. 
Father Gilli. argued that the Pope condemned racism three times, 
but that, sad to 8ay, the people ot Italy we~e not aware ot it 
because of the Italian press. H. went on to say that even in the 
35common.ea1, XXVIII (July 29, 1938), 360. 
3bCommonweal, XXVIII {August 5, 1938}, 378. 
37Commonweal, XXVIII (August 12, 1938), 399; (September 23, 
1938), SIi2. 
38Commonwea1, XXVIII (August 12, 1938), 400. 
39Amer1ca, LIX (August 6, 1938), 420; (August 13, 1938), 434 (SeptemSer!O. 1938), 530. 
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United States some people only heard the opinion of the Pope tram 
the secular press, hinting that part ot the American Catholio 
press was philo_Fasci8t.4o One month later the editor of tne 
Catholic World said that wllat was going on in Italy was a real 
perseoution in which Muasolinl was imitating Hitler, and he won-
dered how the Catholic admirers of MusHollni could explain it.41 
Then after pointing out that the Catholic, oonservative London 
Tablet was pro-Fasoiat, he repeated 80me ot his tamiliar ideas 
with regard to Fascism saying, "This 1s as good a plaoe as any 
to explain that I personally oppose the Italian diotator beoause 
I think ho is us1ng the Catholic re11$100 and tho Catho1io Church 
as a 'front' to conoeal the essential atheism and materialism of 
dictator1al tyranny. There 1s, I am convinced, an essential an-
tagonism between Catholicism and Fascism, just as there is be-
tween Ca tholio1sm and Nazism, Ca thollo1sm and Communism. 'ro me 
they are all phases of Hege11an1sm, and HegelianIsm I take to be 
the greatest evil of ,he day. " . . A8 tor those of my brethren 
ot the Catholio press who aee clearly tbe danger of Communism, I 
wander why they bave 80 little worry over Fasoism or Naziam. h42 
Again the three magazines are in agreement, in this instanoe 
with regard to racIsm in Italy. Certainly this was not an iasue 
400atholic World, CXLVII (September 1938) , 644-7-
41catholio World, CXLVIII (October 1938), 4-7. 
42 
.!!tl:s!., 3. 
to which a CaUholio ahould be tndifferent, for the Pope made It 
known that it was a spiritual issue, not only poll tical. As a 
result, eVen the Italian hiararcbJ includlng Cardinal Schuster of 
Ml1an, a protessed Fascist sympathizer, attacked raolsm.43 
The crls1a In Europe on11 increaa.d. The year 1937 waa re-
latlvely qulet except for the Spanlsh Civll War whieh contlnued 
during that year and the next. However, during 1938 Hltler an-
nexe4 Austrla and part of Czechoslovakla In his determlned pollcy 
of expansion. Meanwhile, Italy. linked with Germany by the Rame-
Berlin pact of October 1936, tailed to reaoh any agreement, per-
manent or substantIal, wlth England or France, who wanted to wln 
Itallan frlendship In order to balance the power against Hltler. 
England In November 1938 flnally agreed to recognize the Italian 
emp1re 1n Atrica, but it was too late for the.e two countries to 
cooperate eftectively 8ince by that time Italy was too strongly 
•• dded to aer.any.44 Whether there would be a war was the ques-
t10n of supre.e Intere.t and importance. When the polley ot ap-
peas8ment on the part of the democracles no longer ottered any 
hope ot stopping Hitler short of overrunning Europe the declaion 
43BinOhY, p. 624. It Is necessary to distInguish between 
the Vatican and the Italian heirarchy. Naturally the Italian 
hierarchy would be more sympathetic to FaSCism, the establlshed 
government In Italy, than would be the Vatican, whose view Is 
neeeasarily inte~atlonal. 
44Lulgi Villari, Itallan Forei(!B PolicI under Mussolinl, 
(New York, ·1956), p. 195. 
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to fight was made over Poland's freedom. 
In the reaction of the Catholic World to F'ascism in the last 
few years before the outbreak of the war, Father Gillis' unswerv-
ing policy of hostility continued. He thought that the Italian 
people, whom he had been accused of hating because of h1s att1tud 
to Fascism, did not want a war.45 Rather, it was the rulers of 
Italy who wanted war. Speaking of the Italian people, he said, 
"Italy was ror centurie. a land in which the intellectual, aes-
thetic and spiritual genius of man rlour1shed as in no other coun 
try in the world. Of late the Italian genius has been directed 
away trom literature, music, art and the other graces of civili-
zation, and turned to war-mongering, and war-making, to tyranny 
and race prejudice, to cruelty and injustice at the nod and beck 
of a great bully.n46 Father Gillis often refuted the charge that 
because he criticized Mussollni, he therefore was anti-Italian;47 
rather, he claimed that he had never written 80 devastating a 
condemnation ot Muasolini or Fasciam as Pope Pius XI did in the 
encyclIcal Non Abblamo Biaogno or 1931.48 
Taking up the question of the reaction of the contemporary 
45Catnol\c World, CXLIV (February 1937), 576. 
46cathOllC World, CXLVIII (January 1939), 394-
47Catholic World, eXLIII (July 1936), 385-6, CXLIV (March 
1937), b4!i-6. 
48cath01Ic World, CXLVIII (January 1939), 389-90. 
press to Fascism l Father Gillis was very much aware that he had 
been alone in his outspoken criticism of F'asclsm from its earli-
est da7s.49 This is very important to rernember for the purpose 
ot this study is to make known and critioize the reaotion of the 
periodicals chosen. '~ere oan be no doubt that in this investi-
gation. the policy of the Catholio World was unique in its contin 
ual opposition of FascisM 1n Italy. The deeper question, as to 
whether and to what extent tne Catholic Church abetted the pur-
poses of various totalitarian states, is involved here. Even 
anterior to that is the question of the relation of the Oatholic 
to the totalitarian mentality. However, it 1s only the purpose 
of this study to investigate a small part of the Catholic mind, 
as it is reflected in the editorials of the hl~ee magazines under 
disoussion, and as far a8 the Catholic World is concerned, its 
reaction was entirely opposed to Fascism, so much 80 1 that it is 
one of the very tew Catholic periodicals to have reacted consist-
entl,. and violently to Italian totalitarianism, and as a result, 
. future h1storians man rank its editor as a hero of the age. 
Consequentl,., it was of real conoern to Father Gillis that 
so much of the Catholic press was, at least to nome degree, sym-
pathetic to Fascism. He thought that most of the contemporary 
Catholic press was so concerned with Communism that, as a result, 
it was not able to penetrate to ~~e danger of Fascism. ~. Cath-
49Catholic World. elL (April 1939). 1. 
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ollc press editorialized against Lenin and Stalin. and even Hit-
ler, but not enough against Mussolini who, because he visibly 
aided religio!l, was allowed by some pious Catholics to escape the 
oriticism due him for the unj . .;.stified Ethiopian ~Jar among other 
things. 
'fuis atti tude was especially seen in oertain conservative 
J:i.:nglish Oatholic periodicals. such as the Vleekly London Tablet. 
l'hat review reJoioed in all the benefits which the Catholics of 
Italy had reooived fr.omthe newly formed F'ascist government, but 
t"ie editor of that magazine was not able to see what Pius XI saw, 
that the Fascist conoeption of the state was not consistent with 
the Catholic ooncept beoause, for the. :F'ascists the state becomes 
the only end, eve:",. other asaociatioll within the state beooming 
merely a means. Here again f"ather Gillis referred to the Papal 
allocution of Deoember 1926. Some Catholic admirers and editors 
simply have not ~ceepted the Pope's words tor what ~ley were mean 
to say. In this regard the encyclical, ~ Abbiamo Bisogno was 
the model. 
l'he editor of the Cat:aolic World ottered another example of 
philo-Fasciam when he quoted fI-om Douglas Jerrold's book, Th! 
Future .2t Fl"fl!edom. in .hioh the author of that book said that the 
position ot Catholics with respect to the praotioe of their reli-
gion was more advantageous in Italy than !...n England. Father Gil-
lis flatly rejected this, citing as proof the existence of Itallar 
seoret poliee and German agents, and the lack of free disoussion 
against the government, and also the absence of soclal justlce, 
for to hIm the practice of relIgion involves existing social jus-
tlce and CatholIc Aotion, as Pius XI has said. Father Gillis dld 
not think that Catholics have ,mken the words of Pius XI serious-
11 enough. Besides the Papal allocution of 1926 and the encycli-
oal of 1931, he mentIoned that a. late as Christmas 1938 the Pope 
rel»wed his protests against the regime. He was even aware, 
writing 10 April 1939, shortly after the death of the Pope, that 
the Pontift had prepared a speech to be given on the tenth anni-
versary of the Lateran 1'l'eaty, wh10h was to be a condemnation of 
the regime tor not carryIng out its solemn contract. 
The ed1tor of the Catholic World saw in Pope Pius Xl, an 
arch-enemy of Pasola., a man dedioated to the intereata of the 
Churoh, _ho waa not in the least a politicaan making deals with 
the Fasoist government, but ra.ther a fearless critic of the re-
gime Who worked out a necessary modua vivendi with the government 
which was In no wayan approval ot the regime as such. One has 
onlT objectively to read the encTclieals and addresses ot the 
Pope to came to the same conclusion. Por this reason the faot 
that ~ Abbiamo BI8oSfto was journalistically killed by so much 
or the CatholIc pres. was most disconeertlnrr to the editor of 
the Catholic World.50 
In this regard it is true that that part of the Catholic 
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pre.s whlch ravored Fasciam wielded an lnrluence far out of pro-
port1on to 1ts adherents in the whole Catho11c world, causing a 
oertain am~t ot harm, for non-Catholics who read that part ot 
the Catholic press thought tnat the Catholic Church and the Fas-
cist government were allied. Thi. was especially true in Eng-
land,Sl whereas it haa been shown that tne Churoh and Fasciam 
52 pursued two different policies. Comparing the recently de-
ceased Pope with Mussolini, Father Gillis said that in future 
generationa the Italian people would glory in Pius XI who did so 
much to promote peaoe, rather t:lan in the bellicose Musso11nl 
against whom the Pope so often protested.53 
The Catholic Wor~d made speoific mention of the policy of 
America with regard to the conflict between the Pope and the Duc! 
thereby giving 1ts vIewpoint on the react10n of America to Fas-
cism.It complim.ented the Jesuit review tor not avoiding the 
issue or toning it down, but on the other hand, for faithfully 
supporting the Holy Father whenever the occasion demanded it.S4 
It made no mention of the Commonweal. 
America in the pr .... war months almost took it for granted 
that Italy would not enter the conflict, in view ot the fact that 
on December 28, 1939 Pius XII Visited the Royal family of Italy. 
51Blnchy, p. 11$. 
52 Ibid., pp. 635-667. 
53Catholic World, OXLVIII (March 1939), 648. 
54Gathollc Wor14. elL (April 1939),1. 
and because of what Mus.olini had said rer,arding peace on certain 
Oco8.s10ns. 55 Even as late as June 1, 1940, ten days betore Italy 
declared war, America mentioned the faot that mussolini had seen 
war and all the destruction anti terrible oonsequences which fol-
lowed, and that magazine asked whether he might not remember this 
as he planned his next move.56 From this, it is evident that 
Amer1ca was hoping against hope that Hussolini would not f1ght, 
and ot course, it he did not, he might have been considered one 
ot the greatest stateamen of Europe. However, in view of all hls 
militar,. speech.s, the questlon should be ralsed whether he could 
have rEl tra1ned trom entering the war. 'Lb. Catholio World would 
oertainl,. support thls oontention. 
It 18 now neoessary to examine the reaction ot the Oommon •• a' 
during thls pre.war period. Michael Willlams, who edited the 
magazine trom its inception in 1924. retired as Editor-in-Chief 
in April 1938, at whleh time Edward SkIllin Jr. and Philip Burn-
ham became the editors. The polioyot the magazine under the new 
editors remained the same toward Fascism, for all during the 
thirties Fascism waa more an~ more oritioized, and this attitude 
received Ita proper accentuation under the ne. editors. Michael 
Williams ata,.ad on with the magazine as a special oontributing 
editor, but the opinions in his newly founded weekly column were 
55Amerloa, LXII (January 6, 1940), 338. 
56 . Aeer&oa, LXIII (June 1, 1940), 199. 
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not connected with the official policy of the magazine.57 Acoord 
ingly, his column will not be treated. Suffice it to say that. 
generally speaking, his reaction to Fascism was similar to the 
ne. editors.5a 
Toward the end of 1937 the Commonweal sa1d that the govern-
ment of Italy was in the hands of a powerful and able ruler, but 
that his rule was not popular; nor did there seem to be any rea-
son why it would become more popular.59 A few months later it 
said the the government was attempting to win over public opinion 
60 to the side of war. One year later the Commonweal pointed out 
that Hitler was making Mussolini his pawn, since Hitler was domi-
61 
nating Italian policy. and later it repeated the same charge as 
the deterioration of Fascism was becoming apparent. 62 'rheae com-
ments culminated in an editorial which attempted to revive the 
picture of Mussolini whiCh made him the arch adversary of Com-
munism and the man ot peace. 'l'he Commonweal castigated the idea 
that the regime of Mussolini was Olle or law and o1'de1' which the 
51CommoDweal, XLII (August IS, 1945), 428. 
5800.-onw!&1, XXVIII (May 20, 1938), 101-2. It i. interest-
ing to not. that M1'. Williams did not agree with the new editors 
with regard to the issue. ot the Spanish Civil War. ,XXVIII (June 
24, 1938), 241-2. 
59Qommonweal, XXVII (December 3, 1931), 142. 
60Commonweal, XXVII (February 18, 1938), 450. 
61 Commonw!a1, XXIX (Janua~ 21, 1939), 365. 
62Commonweal, XXIX (March 11, 1939), 6 • 
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Pope could call on in his efforts for preserving peaoe in Europe. 
Rather the whole career of Mussolinl would have lead one to the 
opposite conclusion. Consequently,Americans ought to take Mue-
solini for what he was, the leader of one aspect of the totall· 
tarian revolution of the twentieth oentury.63 As is evident from 
these remarks, the reaction of the Commonweal 1s very similar to 
that of the Catholic World, showing that the magazines are rapid-
ly nearing unantmity in their attitudes toward the f-'lding F'asoist 
government. 
In this study the attitude of the Commonweal has been the 
moat diffioult to assesa, probablY' because it has said so much 
on so many aspects of Fascism; but that magazine gave a olue to 
its policy when it began to present signed editorials which would 
make it possible to apeak with more forta:rightness and precision 
The Common.ea~ said, "In its editorials, the Cammonweal has tried 
to express at best the general agreement .. -at worst, the lowest 
common denominator ot disagreementa--of ita collaborators, uni-
fied as they are by the common tramework of their thought. Ihis 
has led on oecasion to a certain 'editorial tone' whieh has pre-
vented vigorous oonclusiveness appropriate to certain issues. • • 
• ~ore editorial paragraphs that are signed or initialed will per 
mit greater freedom and definiteness of expression, greater de-
63commonweal, XXXI (Mareh 8, 1940), 421. 
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clsiveness ot personal conclusion than is otherwise pos8ible. n64 
I<'or this reason the Commonweal decided on the policy of signed 
edItorials. 
The Second World War started when Hitler marched into Poland 
on September 1, 1939. In a series of rapid Victories, he occu-
pied Poland, Denmark, Norway, the ~eth.rlands, France, and Bel-
gium. Thinking that the war would be short, and not wanting to 
miss a share of the spoils, Mussolini plunged Italy into the war 
on June 10, 1940, on the side of Germany.65 
One month betore Italy entered the war, the Catholic iworld 
asked why .to'ascism did not denounce the agreement between Hi tIer 
and Stalin if it had originated in order to combat Communism. 
Father Gillis iound his answer in Mussolini's ambition for em-
pire, and added that the Duce was risking Italy's independence by 
alw&1. playing second fiddle to Hltler. 66 As soon as Mussolin1 
declared war, Father G1111s simply said that the declaration of 
war did not in the least change the diotator's charaoter. Mus-
solini was not as complex to him as he was to 80 many others, as 
for instance one edItor who distinguished between Mussolini the 
thinker who was good, and Mussolln1 the fighter who was bad. Fa-
ther Gl1118 compared Mussolini to Jesse James, except that the 
64Commonweal, XXXII (June 1, 1940), 177. 
65 , Albrecht-Carrie, Italy !!':.2?! Napoleon .!!2. f.1ussolini, p. 269. 
66Catholic World, CLI (May 1940), 134-5. 
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western outlaw did not attempt to excuse him.alr when he comml~~d 
wrong. 67 
America said that Mussolini haa "hurled forty-five million 
unwilling people into war on the alde ot a man whose notions they 
deteat.,,68 ae had betrayed his own nation, for Italy had only 
tolerated the Axis. In addition America said that Mussollni had 
brought misery to his people, and had proved h1m.elf to be a gam-
bler who waa risking what was not his to risk. However, America 
recalled that the United States was still at peaee w1th Italy.09 
The Cgmmoo1'loll, continuing its recent sharply anti-Fascist 
tone, said that during the period before Italy's entrance into 
the war Mussolini bad tntensified Italian national pride at the 
expense of hatred ror other countries. Continuing it said that 
Mus.olini ignored the truths of Christianity which involved the 
brothemood ot man, for he has used Catholioism aa a politieal 
weapon. 70 8inoe the logio of Fasciam relentleasly leads to war, 
it is no wonder that Musao1ini 1s preparing a peace lov1ng people 
for a struggle which tney, having Iworn to obey the Duee, w111 
have to fIght against their w111. 11 The Commonweal wanted it 
67Cathollc World, eLI (July 1940), 385-7. 
68 AmerigA, LXIII (June 22, 1940), 282. 
69 " ill!!., 294-5. 
70commonweal, XXXI (March 15, 1940) J 41+.3. 
1lCommonweal, XXXII (May 10, 1940), 50; (May 11, 1940), 69. 
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known, as the Catgol12 World had always insisted, that it. criti-
cism ot the regime in no way was to be extended to the Italian 
people.12 
thus the Common,.al was att~cklng Fascism in the same manner 
as the Catholic World. America has not been so harsh. In keep-
ing with its newly tormed policy of being more precise in its 
editorials, the Commonweal presented its first signed editorial, 
on Italyts entrance into the war, by e.G. Paulding, an associate 
editor. 
The crime, said Mr. Paulding, is that Yascism, a product of 
a revolution, has naturally issued forth into war, and that it 
haa betrayed a Catholic people for a pagan totalitarian ideal. 
The declaration of war on England and jt'rance was prepared by 
eighteen years ot Fascist action, and also by the inconsistency 
of Catholic leadership in the world which did not prove superior 
to .ti'ascism. Accordingly, F'ascism had ranked Italy on the side 
of iationa! Sooialism and Communism, and as such, the condemna-
tion of Fascism should leave the realm of the theoretical and 
oppose war. 73 'me Commonweal 1s not in the least convinced that 
the order whieh the Fascists have brought to Italy 1s sufficient 
reason for condoning the acts of the government. 74 
12Commonweal, XXXII (May 24, 1940), 90. 
73C.O.Pau1ding, "'The Revolution Develops," Commonweal, XXXII 
(June 21, 1940), 171-8. 
74 Commonweal, XXXIII (November 8, 1940), 67. 
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That Italy was unprepared for war was known to Mussolini, 
but while he d1d not tn1nk that the war would be lon~ Italy was 
at war for over three years. Her military record was inglorious 
due to the strain which the Ethiopian campaign and the subsequent 
aid to Spain placed on her resources. Other key factors for the 
poor showing of Italy were the inefficiency of the government and 
lack ot popular support and enthusiasm for the war.75 
By January 1943 nothing was left of Italy's African posses-
sions, and finally an July 10, 1943, the Allies landed on Sioily 
to start the groat Battle of Italy. Meanwhile the situation of' 
the Italian government had become desperate, Mussolini's religna-
tion being demanded by the Fascist Grand Council. As a result, 
on July 26th, the Aing dismissed Muasollnl and appointed Marshall 
Badog110 Prime Minister. One of the first acts of Badoglio was 
the dissolution of the }c'aaeist party which was received by the 
people with no opposition whatsoever. 76 rhus Fascism, Which had 
promised so much to the Italian people. ended amid the efforts 
of the Italian people to escape from the folly which Il1ascism 
broup~t upon th«m. Finally the Badoglio government surrendered 
to the Allies on September 3, 1943,and nearly two years later, 
when Mussolin! was killed while try-ing to escape from Milan, the 
puppet government in the North ot Italy- Wllich Hitler had set up 
75Albrecht-Oarrl1. Italy ~NaEol$2n !2 Muasolini, p. 270. 
76.!e.!&., 273. 
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arter Italy surrendered to the Allies collapsed.?? 
During the period preceding the rall or Mussolini, when Ita-
ly was proving her military weakness, America noted that the Ital 
78 ian people were never known tor their martial spirit, and that 
the help which Italy was giving to the Axis was not freely given 
by them, bu.t rather because the tyrants in power forced them to 
do so.79 11'nis was proof for America that .Fascism was fading very 
quickly in Italy.SO 
Vuring this same ti~e, the Commonweal said that before the 
war in Ethiopia and the aid to Spain, one could argue about the 
merits ot Italian Fasciam, but that after these events the die 
was cast that logically would lead Italy into the Axis. As a re-
sult, the Italian people have received a set-back, for their hope 
have been cheeked, since they are servants of a purpose whiCh is 
not Italian.81 Mr. Paulding, 1n a signed editorial, pleaded for 
Americana to remember the Italian people and their cultural a-
oheivements, for they we!'. beooming lost in a maze of" statistics. 2 
293. 
7?Hur~e8. ~ United States ~ Italz, p. 138. 
78Amerioa. LXVII (May 9. 1942). 115. 
19 America. LXVII (June {.', 1942), 239. 
8°Antertsca , LXVII (July 18, 1942), 394. 
81 4 4 Commonweal. XXXIII (April ,19 1), S87. 
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Later, seem1ngly contrad1ct1ng a prev10us statement, the Common-
!:!!l sa1d that even before Ethiop1a and Spain !<'asc1sln stood eon ... 
demned, s1nce 1t had made the state into an absolute which sub-
ordinated everything else to 1tself.B3 
As the situat10n 1n Italy had become desperate, the £!!h 
0112 World mentioned that one of its readers had gone back and 
studied some of Father Gillis' editorials of 7ears ago in which 
1t was clear that he had refused to be mialed, as so many other 
American editors had been, by tne bulldozing and browbeating of 
Mussolini, which theae editors 8aid had gotten results. Again 
Father Gill18 spoke of those Catholics who condoned most of Mua-
solini's actions, whiCh were based on a state absolutism, because 
he put the crucifix. back in the schoolrooms and re-erected the 
Stations of the Cross in the Coliseum} whereas, really Fasc1sm 
could not be compat1ble with the doctrine expressed 1n Pope Leots 
encyclical an the Christian constitut1on of states, or Pius Xl's 
encyclical on Catholic Act10n. Bad not Napoleon also granted 
benef1ts to religion and a180 signed a Concordat with a Pope wham 
he then p~oceeded to persecute' For fifteen years these ideas 
were to be found in the Catholic World, and now as one looka back 
1t 1& amazing that tnere were so many who advised the Italians to 
overlook the anti-demooratic attitude and erroneous theory of the 
state which Musaolin! proposed. or to overlook his conquest of 
83Commonweal, XXXVII (December 11, 1942). 197. 
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the naked Ethiopians in view of the tact that the trains were 
running on time and the beggars had di().PPfltared from the streets 
and because .!fasoism was a protection against Oommunism, when 
really the trains were not running on time, and the beggars had 
not diasappeared, and b'a.sciam has proved itself a twin of Commu-
nism. All this was done by a man who had been an atheist, and 
might still be an atheist. Father Gillis concluded this editori-
al by taking no credit ror seeing what an impartial observer 
could not help but 8ee. 84 
In June 1943 when the invasion of Italy was imminent and the 
end of Fasoism was near, the editor of the Catholic World became 
most concerned about the relationship of the Pope and the Church 
to Mussolini and Fascis., for the situation or the Church in Ita-
ly atter b'a.ciam was preoarious. ""ather Gillis quoted from Dr. 
Daniel A. Blnehy'. book, Church es State !A li'ascist Itall, in 
which the author proffered a somewhat bleak outlook for the 
Church 1n Italy atter tb.e war, no matter what form of government 
would tollo.... }i1athe. Gillis then went into a discussion of the 
relationship of Fascism to Catholi,cislU to see whether the Church 
was moral17 and spiritually allied with Pascism. 
However, the merits o~ Dr. Blnehy's book, which has been 
referred to freel7 throue~out this study, deserve first attention 
Th. book was published in England in 1941, but only became avail-
84Cathollc World, CLVI (January 1943), 387-9. 
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able in the United States some time later beoause ot the war. It 
was the first eiiu8tive study of the relations between the Church 
" 
and the State in Fascist Italy to appear an any language. The 
author, a Professor ot Legal History and Jurisprudence in Univer-
slt1 College, Dublln spent tour years in asse-mbling the material, 
and two years in writing the book. It is a work of outstanding 
merit which no one who intends to talk seriously on the subject 
of Fascism, much less on Fascism a.nd Catholicism, can afford not 
to read. 8S 
According to Father Gillis this scholarly 175 page book sub-
stantiates in detail everything which he hadbeen trying to say 
in his editorials o~ fascism before tne documentation was avail-
able. Sorutinizing Fasolsm tor its philosophical oontent, Binchy 
shows that It is a compound of Sorel, GentIle, Hegel .. and Maurras 
which made the state omnipotent and supreme to the point that it 
was absolute. With regard to the Church, it is the conclusion of 
Binchy that its main value for the Fascists was that of a stab1-
lizing influenoe 1n the count~y. It 1s ha~d to explain how same 
85cataOhic Wg£ld, eLVI (June 1943), 225-6. Cf. the follow-
ing statement or turzo, Nationalism ~ Internationalism, p.59: 
"Dinchy's book, Church and State in Fascist Itall (which 
ends at the very date of Plus-xY t s deathY, oan be regarded as the 
most serious and conscientious work ever written on this theme 
not only by Catholics (sinoe Binchy 18 a Catholic) but even by 
non-Catholics of any country. In it we find breadth of view, 
precision of fact, abundance of detail, information conce~n1ng 
the attendant circumstances, liberty of appraisal, and independ-
enoe of judgment." . 
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Catholios who law no incompatibility between Catholicism and Fas-
cis. did not take note When in 1932 the Holy Se. placed all of 
Gentil.'. works on the Index. How could Catholic laymen and 
clerics fail to see the blasphemy which not only Gentile, but 
Mus.olini himself was preach.ing? Muasolini said that Fasciam 
depended on state absolutism before whicb all individuals and 
groups aDe relative, aince individuals and groups are thinkable 
only in so far as they come within the ambit of the state. This 
Fascist theo~ about the non-existence ot the individual apart 
from the state is for Father Oillis the essence of totalitarian-
iSM, the principal evil in the world of the twentieth century, a 
heresy whioh violat •• the God .... given rights ot man. 
Even more anti-Catholic is Mullolinitl glorification of war. 
MUIsolin1 doe. not believe in perpetual peace; rather he regards 
is a8 harmful to man. All the youth are educated tor war. Sor-
elf. principle or violence tor its own sake ia extolled, as is 
also hatred tor the enemies ot Fascism. How can all this be re-
conciled with Christian charity? 
Por a priest the most humiliating passages in Dr. Blnchy l s 
book are ~o8e which deal with the extreme praise of Mus.olini 
by some churohmen in Italy, as for instance when a body of elder-
ly ecclesiastici shouted "~, ~n in a wild demonstration of 
support for the regime. There were many Italian churchmen who 
openl., defended the Ethiopian War as just and holy; but Binchy 
was careful to po1nt out that, as a whole, the Italian Church dld 
81 
not favor Fascism, a very important point. Many Italian ohuroh-
men Jeopardized their chanoes of promotion, and others were im-
prisoned for their opposition to the regime. 
It i8 with delight the.t Father Gillis follows Dr. Binohy'" 
book to the part which treats of the oourage of Pope Pius XI in 
his opposition to the excesses of the regime. The Pope tried to 
keep peace with Mussolln1, but he tound that it was impossible. 
In 1929 tlle iiope said that objective totalitarianism whioh swal-
lowed up the individual and the tamily, if put in praotioe, would 
be a monstros1ty. In 1931 he oondemned the monopoly of the young 
tor the sake ot a regime based on a pagan worship of the state. 
He also denounoed racism .s 1t appeared in Italy, and the love of 
war and violence also received his stern opposition. Finally, 
the Pope often warned at the ourse of the times-wexaggerated na-
tlonalisll. In vie. ot the essential lncompatlbI11 ty between lilas_ 
c1am and. Catholicism as evidenced by the fip);lt between the Pope 
and the Duce. Fathex- Gl111s conoluded this long and intex-esting 
editorial by saying that Catholicism ought not to be punished for 
the evils of Fa.scism, and accordingly, the future of the Ohurch. 
86 in Ita11 should not be bleak. 
There can be no doubt that Dr. Binchyt. book is a vlndica-
tion of the basic position of Father Gillis wIth regard to Fas-
eiam. for Blnchy reveals the true motives of .u8801inl and the 
56 ~1. ~., 225-2.;»+. 
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shallowness or the vegime. Viewing the whole reign of Pius XI 
as a whole, Binchy's conclusion is that the Vatican did not favor 
Fasoiam. However, he admits that too many individual Catholics 
in Italy, England, and trom elsewhere were too sympathetic to it. 
These philo.Fascists simply did not take the Pope's words and 
actions 8.8 they should have been taken, namely as a cry of re-
sistence again3t t..."le excesses of the government. 
The Commonweal van a favorable review of Dr. Binohy'. book 
by Count Carlo Sforza. 87 On the other hand, Amerioa strangely 
made no mention of ~e book in any article, editorial, or book 
reView, maybe because the book did not reach the Vnited States 
for S<De ti1'11e after its publica tl0n in England.. Nonetheless. 
it. silence 1s ot interest and possible reasons for it would lead 
one to think that the omis.ion was intended. Even today Churoh , 
.!!!! State !!l Fascist Ital;y is the most authoritative study on the 
subject 1n English. 
iv.nen Fascism actually did came to an end ~l Jull 1943, ~­
!!!. immed1atel,. went to th.e detense or the Pope, calling him the 
arch.ene.,. of ¥as.iam, and his conflict with Mus801ini a most 
important reason for the tall ot Mus:1011nl. America said that 
the split between the Pope and the ~ shortly Arter the Lateran 
Treaty in 1929 contributed much more than one would expect to the 
Duc.'s tall trom power. In 1931 Pius XI clearly saw the incom-
87car1o Sforza, 
weal XXXV (March 20 In Fascist Italy," Common-
pat1b111ty ot Fascism with Catholic educational principles. Even 
thouPft Mus8011nl visited the Pope in 1932, an event which seemed 
to bode good tor the ruture, the split had already taken place, 
and Mussolin1's ambition for world empire, together with the 
introduotion ot .Nazi pagan ideology 1nto Italy, only made the 
88 
rift deeper. 
As the American troops moved up through the Italian penin-
sula, America in a stirring editorial noted that the United State 
and Europe were meeting for the first time, and that in order 
that our country understand Europe it was necessary to understand 
the Christian culture which was deeply embedded in Europe. Many 
ot the United Statea' news correspondents were surprised to find 
that it was mainly the influence of the Ch~eh which relieved the 
Italians from the poison of Yaaclsm. America continued that if 
one studied ~le Fascist press, thero was no doubt that it would 
prove even to the hard.at ot liberals that the Pope was the arch-
eue,my ot 1'''8.801S111. It was the Pope who more than anyone elae pre-
vented Italy trom beooming 8.S bad as Germany. ~~ ":.us Xl tought 
Mus.olini tram the early days ot Fasciam. The Pope's attitude to 
the Rome-Berlin axis and to Bitlerts visit to Rome was known to 
all, tor w'hen the .German diotator came to Rome, the Pope lett for 
Castelgondolto, and said that a cross had come to Rome whioh was 
hoatile to the crose ~f Christ. (rhus Hitler was unable to obtain 
88America, LXIX (August 7, 1943), 491-2. 
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a muCh desired aUdience with the Pope. A few months later the 
Pope accused Musaolini of imitating Hitler in perseouting the 
Jews, declaring that spiritually all Christiana are related to 
the Jews. Finally, the last Christmas address of the Pope was a 
stern denunciation of Fasoism, and it is also known that the Pope 
was to deliver a strong rebuke of Fasoism on February 11, 1939, 
but he died the previous day. Since unlike Germany, the Italian 
people were able to hear the truth from the Osservator. Romano, 
the Vatican radio, and Papal address •• , the Italians could not 
be poisoned with the Church oarefully watohlng, and for this rea-
80n it should not be a surprise for Americans to find that the 
Italian mind was not 'ascist J for it was Catholic. 89 
the Commonweal reacted to the tall of Mus.olini and Fasoism 
saying that now nothing stood in the way tor the United States 
to make peace with Italy.90 Mr. Paulding, in a signed editorial, 
said that it would be diffioult for the Italian people to forget 
the F'asclst regime and the eonsent they gave to it, for hardly 
"anyone spoke out against Mussolini; rather Musso11ni dId all the 
talking, and he was the government.9l In response to the charge 
that the House of Savoy was respons1ble for Fascism, Mr. Paulding 
contended that Jius801ini was the guilty one. The United States 
89America, LXX (November 6, 1943), 127-8. 
90commonweal, XXXVIII (September 17, 1943), 527-8. 
91C~G.paulding, "Mussolini," Commonweal, XXXVIII (August 6, 
1943), J5. 
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fought only Fascism, not the history of modern Italy.92 
When Mussolini fell from power, the culmination of everything 
Father Gillis of the Catholic World had been trying to say for 
twenty years came to pass. ais editorial on that occasion there-
fore merits special quoting: 
Over a period of years I received plenty of abuse for say-
ing that Mussolini was the evil genius of tne Italian peo-
ple. I have been scolded and warned and threatened. One 
priest treshtrom Rome at hlle time ot the Albanian or the 
Ethiopian campaign, said with a tremor in his voice, 'they 
would stick you in the back with a knite as quickly as they 
would look at you. t They did stick me in the back but not 
with a knife. I would not oare to go into the details, now 
that it is allover, becauss r should have to name and per-
haps embarrass some promln~nt persons--not all of them lay-
folk. But I eontess that I have wondered a little of late 
what has happened to hundreds of those who wrote to tell me 
I didn't know what I was talking about. Strangely enoupft 
certain 'good Catholics' insisted that I was all wrong about 
.the Duee and Fascism even after the appearance of the Holy 
Patt~rts devastating Encyclical Non Abbiamo Bisocno. As for 
my not knowing 'what it was all abouE, ' wilen tHnchyts Churoh 
and State in Fasoist Italfaappeared on this side ten months 
ago, I araoover.a tEAt I d been saying for twenty years 
what he was to say with much more abundant documentation 
and with more authority •••• Perhaps I may be pardoned a 
little natural satisfaotion in the fact that when almost all 
Italians, the majority of Europeans and a considerable num-
ber of Americans were deceived by the bombastic impostor who 
has now so tragically tallen, the Catholi2 World carried no 
word of eulogy ot him, not one syllable of praise for his 
alleged r~scue ot Italy trom Communism and not one iota of 
apology or justIfication of his mllitaristic poliey. We did 
not even speak of him, though many did, as a harmless brag-
gadocio. We never tor a momellt imagined his boastings and 
bellowings to be fUnny. they .are as dangerous as the sword 
rattling speeches of Kaiser Wilhelm before 1914- Mussolini 
was the greatest menace to peace and civilIzation sinoe Na-
poleon Bonaparte. He more than any other one man, is re-
92c.a.Paulding, "Guilt,1t Commonweal, XXXVIII (September 17, 
1943), 529. 
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sponsibl. tor the calamity that has now come upon the whole 
world. ae 1;'r8.aexemplar, tutor, 2!.!:a i1,8.1 to Adolf Hitler. 
Bis invasion of Ethiopia and Albania looked upon at the time 
by Amerioan admirers as regrettable but not important) was a 
paradigm for the atrocities that took place later in Czecho-
Slovakia and Poland. He said in effect to his German under-
study, 'Go thou and do likewise; you can get away with it.' 
There may be .. -there doubtless is-- a vast background of' cause 
of the pre::;ent global war, but the prime ooo.~ion, if not 
the effioaoious cause, was Benito Mussolini.~J 
Again it is admittedt~at Father Gillis' emphasis on Mussollnl 
as a oause of the war 1s too excessive. Nevertheless, Mussolini 
was a most important cause of the war, and if the reaction of the 
world to )iu.solini had been more adverse,. the chance. of there 
being a war would have been leas. 
Although the climax of tnla study he. been reached in the ral 
ot ~asci8m and the reaction of the periodicals to it, 1t will be 
good to mention a few more matters that are oonneoted wi th the 
central problem. In 1943, when lilasciam. tell, Messrs. Gaetano 
Salvemini and Geopg(} LaPiana produced a book, ~ 12 l22. Wh 
ItalI? 'lb.e problem in this book is' the relation of the theory 
and the practice or the Catholic Ohurch to modern democracy. Ac-
cording to the authors, both bitter enemies of l'~ascism, the Churc 
ia inoompatible with democracy, the proof being the alleged ravor 
ing of many bishops, Vatican personalities, and both Pius XI and 
Piua XII of Fascism. All three of the magazines took up the eha1 
lenge in artioles dealing wi th the book. It is our purpose here 
93Catholic World, CLVII (September 1943), 562. 
merely to po1nt out the controversy.94 
There was also an interesting correspondence controversy 
in the pages of the Commonweal throughout the summer of 1945. 
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In a series of letters to the ed.teor under the title "Th. Church 
and the 'Isms., ," the question was asked whether or not the Church 
suffloiently rea11 •• d the Fascist threat of Germany and Italy, or 
whether she 8ott-peddled it whIle vigorously opposing Communism. 
AgaIn, this Is merely polnted out.95 
FInally, the inglorious death of MusBolinl drew a last reac-
t10n tram two ot the magazine.. Beoause of all the Catholic 
World has already sa1d about Fasoism, it is easy to Bee that no 
further mention was made by that magazine even on the death of 
the Duee. The G2mmon1l'eal said that it was hard to understand how 
the killing of Musso11n1 could be universally acclaimed as an act 
of justice, but that there was a oertain poetic justice in the 
94see Wilfrid Parsons, "The Future of Italy,fl Catholic 
worl~, CLVIII (November 1943), 172-9 J Luigi Sturzo, u'J.'he etiurch 
and .mooraoy and Salvemini.LaPiana," America, LXX (November 6, 
1943), 117-20; Mario Einaudl, rev. of Gaetano Salvemini and 
Georse LaPiana, ~ y.S ]2 ~ ItalZ, (New Yo~k, 1943), America, 
LXX {November b,1943 , 131-2; Luigi Sturzo, "lhe Vatican and 
Fasciam," CommonweaJ" XXXIX (December 17, 1943), 228 ... 31; GaetanQ 
Salvemin1 and Geor~e LaPiana t "Don Sturzo, the Vatican, FascisM," Commonweal, XXXIX (January 2~, 1944), 369-71; Luigi Sturso, 
wf!eyond Salvemini-LaPiana," Commonweal, XXXIX {February 25, 19h4> 
467-9, (Confer also p. 364). 
95ftCommunlcatlons," (Letters to the edltor are classifled 
under this title), Commonweal, XLII (June 1 1945 to September 28 
1945), 165-167, 237-239, 332-333, 403-404, 477-479, 574-576. 
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manner of his death, in that he was caught fleeing for his 1ife.9 
Later the same magazine said ~~at extracts tram the dairy of 
Count Ciano, the Italian Minister of .f!'oreign Affairs, showed that 
Muasolinl was alone in his deolaration of war. His narrow and 
closed world had no room tor the Pope or ~e King or the Italian 
people in this deci81on. 97 
AD.rica claimed that MU8so1inl violated the great tradition 
of law and justice of the Romans. Amerioa also saw a poetic 
justice in hIs death, a death more degrading than any of the 
victims of Faaci8m.98 
90Commonweal, XLII (May 11, 1945), 84. 
f 
97Commonweal, XLII (August 3, 1945), 372. 
98America, LXXIII (May 12, 1945), 114-5. 
OHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSIOli 
It has been our purpose to investigate the reaction or a 
part ot the Amerioan Catholic press to Italian Fascism. As this 
baa been done in the previous two chaptera, it 1. now necessary 
to conclude. We feel tnat the issues raised are of momentoua 
importance tor one who is trying to arrive at an underatand,ing ot 
tn. place of the Ca.nolic Churoh in world aftairs. The modern 
world 1s without a doubt still in the period of cx-iai. whioh 
started In 1914. The atate hat come to take on tremendous im-
portance and proportiona, with the re.ult that the twentieth cen-
tury can b. called the age of totalitariani.m. The Catholic 
Church haa directly encountered this manster in many countrie., 
in particular it baa met it in Fasoist Italy. 
Specifical11, we have been concerned with the attitude 
towards Italian Fascism of a small part of the American Catholic 
pr.... Flrat ... studied. the reaotlon ot the periodicals to the 
first half ot the resta. in Italy, in which the authoritarian 
nature of the government emerged, as did the peculiar Italian 
problem or tbe relationa between the Church and the State, and 
then we examined Fasciam as it met with the other countries of a 
89 
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oontuaed and troubled Europe. The reaction 01' the three magazine 
to events in the Italian peninsula has carried the study to its 
oonclusion. 
The two central chapters afford the clue to the oonolusion, 
for the reaction found in the first half 1s different from the 
reaction of the .econd half. In the early years of r"ascism, the 
Catholic World's policy differed from that of Amerioa and the 
Commonweal, for the Catholic World was opposed to ~asoi8m, while 
the other two magazines were not. But in the aeoond part unani-
mity or reaotion .as nearly reached. Throughout the thirties 
A •• Elci and the Common!.al more and more reached the position or 
opposition which the Catholic World entertained since the early 
t •• nt1", the Commonw,al ooming closer than America. 'rhus it 1s 
••• n that Catholic magazines differed concerning Fascism at dif-
1'8rent times. From what Father Gillis has sald, one sees that 
his policy was the more uncommon one 1n this country, especially 
in the eal"ly years or the reglme. However, whl1e }olather Gillis t 
posltlon is the 1als common one, it is the one most compatible 
with Dr. Binchy'a scholarly study or the period. 
throughout, the question has continually risen whether the 
Holy See was too favorable to Fascism. All three of the maga-
zine. rightly and laborlously defended the Papacy in this regard. 
Llkewis., the question ariaes whether or not the three magazines 
or the theais showed slgns or ph1lo-l"asei.m. In the twenties 
America and the Commonweal did ahow aome luch signa, but in the 
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thi~tie. their policies changed, the Commonweal swinging more to 
the ai4e of the Catholic World than did America. Viewing the 
reaction ot all the periodicals OVer the more than twenty year 
period as a whole, one must conclude that the reaction was satis-
tactory. 
Yet at the same time, the reaction of the Catholic World 
must be sharply distinguished from that of Amerlga and the £2m-
monne"l. It is our contention that the CathoJ,1cWorld deserves 
special recognition for its penetrating insight into ~'asc18m from 
the earliest days of that phenomenon. It 1s more important that 
the Catholis World was able to analyse the worth of Fascism from 
its .start, than that Americ~ and the Commonweal were not able to 
do so'until the thirties, for very few were able to see the di-
reotion Fasoiam would take. It seems that the difference of 
opinion concerning Fascism in the twenties was over the nature of 
the regime, the Catholic World viewing it a.totalitarian, which 
it was, the other two magazines considering it as an authoritari-
• an government only. 
On the theoretical level all the magazines would agree that 
Fascism was to be condemned, but the question must also be an-
swered on the practical level. In the twenties America and the 
Commonweal dId not view Fascism in practice the same way as the 
Catholic World. In the thirties all saw it for what it was, 
namely an evil which placed the state before the individual. 
Again, as was mentioned, what is amazing is that the Catholic 
92 
World saw Fascism for what it was, one aspect of the totalitarian 
revolution of the twentieth century, before the others. Father 
Gillis' voice proved to be right in view of the inglorious end 
of the partioular form of government in Italy from 1922 to 1943. 
It Amer1qa and the Commonweal reacted satisfactorily to Fascism, 
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